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Ukraine-Belarus row deepens
Bipartisan U.S. Senate delegation visits Ukraine,
as both countries exchange sanctions reaffirms support for pro-democratic efforts
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Self-proclaimed Belarusian leader Alyaksandr Lukashenka (left) and Russian
President Vladimir Putin met in Sochi on May 29.
by Mark Raczkiewycz
KYIV – Ukrainian-Belarusian relations
further deteriorated this week as both
sides imposed sanctions on one another
following the forced landing on May 23 of a
passenger plane in Minsk where an exiled
Belarusian journalist and his Russian girlfriend were detained.
Western powers and NATO called the
incident aviation piracy and most European
Union countries banned flights from
Belarusian-registered planes. Kyiv followed
suit on May 29 by imposing overflight bans
from Belarus, affecting Belarusian stateowned airlines Belavia, the third largest air
carrier that services Ukraine.
Ukraine’s energy regulator also this
week banned electricity imports from

Belarus and Russia until October 1. Ukraine
has been moving toward disconnecting
from the Soviet-inherited power grids with
its two neighbors and has plans to integrate
with the European ENTSO-E system by
2023.
In response, Minsk on May 28 imposed
six-month licensing restrictions on a series
of imports from Ukraine, “ranging from toilet paper and beer to farm machinery and
durable goods,” Ukrainian Deputy Economy
Minister Taras Kachka said on Facebook.
“The individual licensing regime means
manual control of the import of Ukrainian
products to Belarus,” he said.
Belarus was Ukraine’s seventh largest
trading partner in the first quarter of this

U.S. Embassy in Ukraine

From left: U.S. Senators Jeanne Shaheen (D-N.H.), Rob Portman (R-Ohio) and Chris
Murphy (D-Conn.) visited a memorial wall on June 2 dedicated to fallen Ukrainian
soldiers in the undeclared war against Russia near Saint Michael’s Square in Kyiv.
by Mark Raczkiewycz
KYIV – A bipartisan Congressional delegation of three U.S. Senators visited Ukraine
on June 2 to reaffirm bicameral legislative
support for Ukraine amid Russian aggression and efforts to implement pro-democratic reforms.
U.S. Sen. Rob Portman (R-Ohio), senior
member of the Foreign Relations

Committee and co-chair of the Senate
Ukraine Caucus, and Sens. Jeanne Shaheen
(D-N.H.) and Chris Murphy (D-Conn.), both
of whom sit on the same committee,
arrived for a one-day visit.
Their main message during a cloudy day
was for Kyiv to forge ahead with strengthening democratic institutions and clamp
(Continued on page 12)

Odesa appeals court acquits Right Sector
Ukrainian World Congress joins growing international activist Sternenko on robbery charge
(Continued on page 14)

call for moratorium on Nord Stream 2 pipeline

implications of Nord Stream 2 – particularly with respect to the security of
BRUSSELS – The Ukrainian World Ukraine and of the EU’s eastern member
Congress (UWC) on May 28 appealed to states; undertake a detailed life cycle
the federal government and to assessment of the project and have its cliDemocratic parties in Germany urging mate impacts examined by an indepenthem to impose an immediate moratori- dent body; push forward with a common
um on Nord Stream 2. The Russian natu- European energy policy; resolve the
ral gas pipeline, intended to bypass east- transatlantic differences relating to Nord
ern Europe and directly connect in Stream 2; and discuss principal issues of
Germany, is scheduled to be completed controversy between the EU and the
this summer. It has faced significant Kremlin and reassess Nord Stream 2 in
European and international condemna- light of that discussion.
tion for being a political weapon of the
The UWC emphasized that Nord
Kremlin intended to use energy supplies Stream 2 undermines European coheto control Ukraine and other Eastern sion and transatlantic relations, conflicts
European countries.
with the new European and German cliThe UWC said that a moratorium
(Continued on page 6)
should be used to clarify the strategic
Ukrainian World Congress

Court upholds kidnapping verdict

by Roman Tymotsko
KYIV – An Odesa appeals court on May
31 acquitted Serhiy Sternenko and Ruslan
Demchuk on charges of robbing and torturing local deputy Serhiy Shcherbych in the
spring of 2015. The court, however, handed
Mr. Sternenko a one-year suspended sentence for possession of an illegal weapon. It
also upheld a lower court’s kidnapping verdict against Mr. Sternenko.
In response to the ruling, Mr. Sternenko
said he was sentenced “for one bullet.” In
passing the sentence, the appeals court
judge said the presence of ammunition in
the quantity of one bullet nonetheless
deserved punishment.
After the trial, Mr. Sternenko said that he
would appeal the court’s decision to the
Supreme Court of Ukraine.

Previously, the Primorsky District Court
of Odesa found Messrs. Sternenko and
Demchuk guilty on all charges in an initial
ruling on February 23. Both men were sentenced to seven years and three months in
prison for abducting and robbing Mr.
Shcherbych.
According to prosecutors, on April 24,
2015, the then-members of Right Sector (a
far-right Ukrainian nationalist political
party and paramilitary movement) wanted
to seize Mr. Shcherbych’s bank card and
phone. According to Mr. Shcherbych,
Messrs. Sternenko and Demchuk were trying to force him to resign from his post as a
local deputy. Mr. Shcherbych was also the
head of the district branch of the pro-Russian Rodina party.
(Continued on page 9)
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Four setbacks to Western credibility in Ukraine
by Vladimir Socor
Eurasia Daily Monitor

Part 1
Within the last three weeks, a series of
decisions by leading Western powers
seems to indicate a downgrading of
Ukraine on the scale of Western policy priorities. Taken partly in deference to Russia,
these decisions risk demotivating
Ukrainian reform efforts (hesitant though
these are) and eroding Western credibility
in Ukraine.
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) has scrapped the meeting of the
NATO-Ukraine and NATO-Georgia commissions that had been envisaged to be held
during the alliance’s upcoming summit in
Brussels. United States President Joseph
Biden’s administration has decided to
exempt the Russian-owned Nord Stream 2
subsea pipeline from U.S. sanctions, thus
effectively greenlighting that project as a
favor to Russia and Germany and at the
expense of other countries’ interests, first
and foremost Ukraine’s. The German and
French governments have given Kyiv reason to conclude that their position is weakening in the “Normandy” negotiations with
Russia on the war in Ukraine’s east. And
U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken gave
Ukraine’s concerns short shrift when meeting with his Russian counterpart Sergei
Lavrov in Reykjavik, preparatory to a
Biden-Putin summit.
Some of those decisions seem to be in
line with preexisting Western policies, but
mostly they seem related to the launch of a
new “reset” of sorts in U.S.-Russia relations
– the second such reset in Mr. Biden’s
career. This initiative also tends to redefine
the transatlantic consensus on a low common denominator that would accommodate Germany first and foremost, along
with German-Russian special relations.
Prior to Mr. Biden’s overture to Mr. Putin,
the U.S. president himself as well as Mr.
Blinken and the administration generally
had repeatedly asserted that the Nord
Stream 2 project was “a bad deal for

Germany, for Ukraine, for our Central and
East European allies and partners… As
multiple U.S. administrations have made
clear, this pipeline is a Russian geopolitical
project intended to divide Europe and
weaken European energy security. The
Biden administration is committed to complying with that legislation [U.S. Congressmandated sanctions]. Any entity involved in
the Nord Stream 2 pipeline risks U.S. sanctions and should immediately abandon
work on the pipeline” (State.gov, March 18).
Washington had defined this issue all along
not merely as a Ukrainian but as a
European and transatlantic issue, and the
administration had acted in alignment with
a bipartisan majority in Congress.
On May 19, however, the Biden administration announced its decision to “waive”
those sanctions – i.e., exempt the Gazpromowned Nord Stream 2 AG project operating
company from sanctions. Timed exactly to
the day of the Blinken-Lavrov meeting that
“set the table” for the Biden-Putin summit,
the exemption from U.S. sanctions would
allow the final stage of pipeline construction on the Baltic seabed to be completed
in a matter of months. This would enable
Russia to divert its natural gas export flow
away from Ukraine’s gas transportation
system (with potentially fatal effects on
this national asset), deprive Ukraine of
some $2 billion annually in transit fees (see
Eurasia Daily Monitor, February 1), and
remove a restraining factor against Russian
or proxy military operations into Ukraine’s
interior (see below).
Washington had not provided Kyiv with
advance notice of the decision to greenlight
Nord Stream 2. The writing on the wall
could have been discerned when Mr. Blin
ken, in Kyiv on May 6, toned down the
objections to Nord Stream 2, apparently
reflecting the Biden administration’s
reconsideration of the issue (see EDM, May
6, 10).
The Ukrainian state authorities and civil
society (often critical of the authorities)
(Continued on page 6)

Lawmakers urged to adopt ‘anti-oligarch’ law
Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy urged parliament on June 2 to
adopt a proposed law he said would curb
the influence of ‘oligarchs,’ or politically
powerful business figures who have dominated the country for decades. The text has
not been released, but the authorities say
the bill will include a definition of oligarchs
that applies to a small number of wealthy
businessmen, and restrict their ability to
shape policy. Ukraine’s allies and major
donors have consistently criticized Kyiv for
not reining in oligarchs, who own the leading television channels and influence political decision-making. “The bill does not violate the fundamental rights of people who
fall under the definition of an oligarch, but
only defines the circle of these people and
establishes the rules of their transparent
relations with government officials,” the
office said. “In particular, it will regulate
meetings and other relationships between
government officials and those with significant assets.” Local media have said more
than 10 Ukrainians may fall under the definition of an oligarch, but the authorities
have not named even one of them. The
office said the law, limited to 10 years,
should be “the first step towards the elimination of the oligarchic system” in Ukraine.
The law should become the basis for antitrust and lobbying legislation, it added.
During his presidential campaign two years
ago, Mr. Zelenskyy promised to step up the
fight against corruption, a major obstacle to
economic development in the country with
a population of 41 million. (Reuters)
Ball in Moscow’s court to improve NATO ties

NATO is ready for dialogue with Russia,
but the ball is in Moscow’s court, Germany
said on June 1, two weeks before leaders of
the military alliance are due to meet in
Brussels with ties between Moscow and the
West at post-Cold War lows. “Our message
remains clear: We are prepared for dialogue, and we have made proposals, but the
key to a better relationship lies clearly with
Moscow,” German Foreign Affairs Minister
Heiko Maas told reporters before a video
call with his NATO counterparts. He was
echoing remarks by NATO Secretary-

Four setbacks to Western credibility in Ukraine The Ukrainian Weekly
by Vladimir Socor
Eurasia Daily Monitor

Part 2
Along with United States President
Joseph Biden greenlighting Gazprom’s Nord
Stream 2 project, and Secretary of State
Antony Blinken giving Ukraine’s concerns
short shrift preparatory to Mr. Biden’s
meeting with Russian President Vladimir
Putin (see Part One in Eurasia Daily
Monitor, May 27), the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) has unexpectedly
toned down its endorsement of Ukraine’s
ambition to join the alliance in the future,
while Germany and France have given Kyiv
reason to conclude that their position is
weakening vis-à-vis Russia in the
“Normandy” negotiations on the war in
Ukraine’s east.
NATO has scrapped the meeting of the
NATO-Ukraine and NATO-Georgia commissions that had been envisaged to be held
during the alliance’s June 14 summit in
Brussels. The North Atlantic Council on the
ambassadorial level decided, on May 6,
against inviting partner countries to attend
the summit. Kyiv has pleaded in vain with

NATO to reconsider this decision. Ukraine
was prepared to submit yet again its case
for a NATO Membership Action Plan (MAP)
at this summit. Ukraine’s MAP application
is now postponed indefinitely.
This decision is hurting NATO’s collective credibility (as distinct from that of certain individual member countries) in
Ukraine. Membership via a MAP had been
officially promised since 2008, and repeated annually since then with diminishing
intent to deliver. The United States traditionally led a minority group of member
countries supporting Ukraine’s aspirations;
but this year, the Biden administration has
toned it down. Mr. Blinken communicated
this change while in Kyiv in early May, but
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy and his
closest entourage did not or could not register the message. Instead, they raised public expectations unrealistically ahead of
NATO’s summit. Failing expectations management generates disappointment and,
potentially, NATO-skepticism in Ukraine,
playing into Russia’s hands (see EDM, May
6, 10).
(Continued on page 10)

General Jens Stoltenberg, who on May31
underscored the alliance would continue to
seek dialogue with Moscow, while also
exercising troops for defensive purposes.
“We are there to prevent conflict and war.
But the best way of doing that is to send a
clear message to any potential adversary
that if one ally is attacked, the whole alliance will be there,” Mr. Stoltenberg said. His
comments were a reaction to Russia saying
it would deploy around 20 new military
formations and units close to NATO’s borders by the end of the year, which Moscow
justified by calling out increased military
activity on its western flank. Mr.
Stoltenberg, however, said NATO had
stepped up its exercises and ramped up its
readiness in response to Russia’s interference in Ukraine and an increased Russian
military presence in the Baltic Sea,
Kaliningrad and the Black Sea. “This is one
of the main reasons why NATO over the last
years has increased the readiness of our
forces and also why we have deployed battle groups to the eastern part of the alliance,” Mr. Stoltenberg said. NATO’s Russia
policy follows a two-track approach of
deterrence and dialogue, though the alliance suspended all practical cooperation
with Moscow in April 2014 following
Russia’s annexation of Crimea from
Ukraine. (Reuters)

Crimean Tatar leader gets six years

A Moscow-imposed court in the Russianannexed Ukrainian region of Crimea on June
1 sentenced the leader of the Crimean
Tatars’ self-governing body to six years in
prison and issued a fine after finding him
guilty of organizing mass riots in 2014 and
of issuing calls to violate Russia’s integrity.
Mejlis leader Refat Chubarov, a citizen of
Ukraine, was tried in absentia at Crimea’s
main court in Simferopol. He left Crimea
shortly after Russia’s annexation of the
Black Sea peninsula in March 2014 and is
currently living in Kyiv. The Mejlis was
labeled an extremist organization and
banned in Russia following Moscow’s takeover of Crimea. Russia took control of
Crimea after sending in troops, seizing key
facilities and staging a referendum dis(Continued on page 11)
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In letter to Blinken, House Foreign Affairs Committee urges immediate removal of Nord Stream 2 sanctions waivers
The U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Foreign Affairs released the
following letter on June 1. The letter,
addressed to U.S. Secretary of State Antony
Blinken, was signed by Chairman Gregory
Meeks (D-N.Y.), Ranking Member Michael
McCaul (R-Texas) and 19 other members of
the committee.
Dear Secretary Blinken:
We write to you to express deep disappointment with the Biden administration’s
decision to apply a U.S. national interest
waiver to forego the imposition of mandatory sanctions on Nord Stream 2 AG, its
CEO Matthias Warnig and its corporate officers for their involvement in the Russian
malign influence Nord Stream 2 pipeline
project. Its completion will only empower
the Kremlin to spread its destabilizing
behavior further into Europe and fill
[Russian President Vladimir] Putin’s coffers
to fund future aggression.
We appreciate that the administration
has finally acknowledged what has been
well known for some time: these people
and entities have been engaged in activities
for months for which mandatory sanctions
are required pursuant to the Protecting
Europe’s Energy Security Act (PEESA), as
amended by the Protecting Europe’s
Energy Security Clarification Act (PEESCA).
To take action, however, and then immediately waive the sanctions undermines the

administration’s repeated public opposition to the completion of Nord Stream 2
because it is a “bad deal for Europe.”
The rationale provided to Congress for
issuing a waiver is highly problematic. For
starters, the assertion that these sanctions
would “negatively impact U.S. relations
with Germany, the EU, and other European
allies and partners” completely discounts
the opinion of the frontline Central and
Eastern European countries, in particular
Ukraine. As these allies and partners have
the greatest security and economic concerns regarding Nord Stream 2, we are
troubled that the extent of the administration’s consultations with many of them was
a demarche just prior to the announcement
as well as that the administration appears
to be prioritizing Berlin’s interests over the
interests of the rest of Europe.
The waiver also argues that “close cooperation with Germany, the EU, and other
European allies and partners” cannot be
threatened, as it will be critical to the success of U.S. efforts to “fight climate change,”
“defend our democracies against authoritarianism,” and “counter malign behavior
by Russia,” among other things. We wholeheartedly agree that robust transatlantic
relations are essential to addressing a myriad of shared threats and challenges. Yet,
waiving sanctions, which paves the way for
the pipeline’s completion, runs directly
counter to many of these same efforts.

UCC pens letter to Canadian Prime Minister
Trudeau urging NATO action on Ukraine
The following letter was sent by the
Ukrainian Canadian Congress to Canadian
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau on May 11.
Dear Prime Minister Trudeau:
Re: Leaders’ Summit of NATO Allies
On June 14, the leaders of NATO Allies
will meet in Brussels to discuss the challenges facing the Alliance, including, first
and foremost, Russia’s escalation of aggression.
In recent months, Russia has substantially escalated attacks on the front lines in
eastern Ukraine and has engaged in significant Russian troop buildup and materiel
movement into Russia-occupied Crimea
and the eastern and northern RussiaUkraine border regions.
Recently, Czech authorities concluded
that the 2014 explosion at the arms depot
in Vrebtice, Czech Republic, in which two
Czech citizens were killed, was carried out
by agents of the Main Intelligence
Directorate of the General Staff of the
Russian Armed Forces (GRU). This is an act
of state aggression by Russia against a
NATO ally, and but one in a long list of
attacks against states in the Alliance carried out by Russia.
For years, Russia has waged wars of
aggression against Ukraine, Georgia and
Moldova. The Russian government has
demonstrated that it seeks neither accommodation nor cooperation with Western
democracies. Russia seeks confrontation
and hostility. In order to counter the
increasing threat to global security by
Russia, the NATO alliance must respond
resolutely and forcefully.
Since 2014, Ukraine and the Ukrainian
people have been the frontline of defense
against Russian aggression. At great cost,

Ukraine has for seven years defended the
democratic values and principles of selfdetermination and liberty for which the
NATO Alliance stands.
The NATO Leaders’ Summit is an important opportunity for allies to reaffirm their
commitment to Ukraine’s sovereignty, independence and territorial integrity, and to
buttress this commitment with concrete
actions.
Russia’s belligerence is also a direct
threat to Canadian sovereignty in the
Arctic. In April, the U.S. Department of
Defense stated that Russia is undertaking
“refurbishing of Soviet-era airfields, the
expansion of its network of air and coastal
defense missile systems and the strengthening of its anti-access and area-denial
capabilities” in the Arctic region.
In order to deter Russia’s increasing
aggression against NATO and partner countries, the Ukrainian Canadian Congress
(UCC) urges Canada and NATO allies to
implement the following policies at the
Leaders’ Summit:
1. Accelerate a NATO Membership
Action Plan for Ukraine. Efforts should
focus on supporting Ukraine’s reform trajectory, particularly with regard to civilian
oversight of security institutions and the
fight against corruption;
2. Strengthen sectoral sanctions against
Russia, including removal of Russia from
the SWIFT international payments system
and sanctions on Russia’s sovereign debt;
3. Ensure that the Nord Stream 2 pipeline is not completed. As Russia is currently
dependent on Ukrainian pipelines to export
its natural gas into the EU, completion of
this pipeline will remove a key deterrent to
(Continued on page 10)

Above all, it is not serious to assert that failing to stop the pipeline would support
transatlantic efforts to counter Russian
malign behavior given Nord Stream 2 itself
is a Russian malign influence project.
Sparing Nord Stream 2 AG and Mr.
Warnig also undermines this administration’s commendable focus on battling the
Kremlin’s strategic corruption and the
threat it poses to the world’s democracies.
The report to Congress on the waiver tries
to conceal this reality. For example, while it
identifies Nord Stream 2 AG as Swissbased, it omits the fact that it is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Kremlin-controlled
Gazprom. It also describes Mr. Warnig as a
German national, but fails to mention that
not only is he a former East German Stasi
officer and well-known Putin crony who
sits on the board of multiple Russian stateowned enterprises, but also has been
named by leading Russian opposition activ-

ist Alexei Navalny as a critical enabler of
the Russian president’s kleptocratic
regime. By issuing waivers, the administration has sent a regrettable message to
Russia and China that the pursuit of elite
capture to undermine Western democracies is not a redline where it is concerned.
The completion of Nord Stream 2 would
also fly in the face of the climate goals set
by your administration, Europe and
Germany. This in fact is largely why the
German Green Party opposes the pipeline.
Increasing European reliance on Russianpiped gas, which has higher lifecycle emissions than many other sources, does not
support your stated goal of reducing carbon emissions.
We, too, are deeply concerned by the
assertion in the report to Congress that the
waiver will “provide space for diplomatic
(Continued on page 11)

Sens. Portman, Shaheen and Murphy issue joint statement
in support of Ukraine following meeting with Zelenskyy
U.S. Sen. Rob Portman (R-Ohio), senior
member of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee and co-chair of the Senate
Ukraine Caucus, and U.S. Sens. Jeanne
Shaheen (D-N.H.) and Chris Murphy
(D-Conn.) issued the following joint statement on June 2 following a meeting with
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy
and other Ukrainian government officials.
The purpose of this delegation’s mission
is to show U.S. solidarity with Ukraine
against Russian aggression and its right to
sovereignty and territorial integrity, as well
as encourage progress on democratic
reforms. In our meeting with President
[Volodymyr] Zelenskyy and Ukrainian officials, we reaffirmed that bipartisan promise

to support our partners as they work to
strengthen their democracy to build a more
prosperous future for the people of Ukraine.
Ukraine faces several challenges, so it is
critical that the United States remain a
committed partner to encourage work to
root out corruption and strengthen democratic institutions so Ukraine can realize its
goal in becoming a member of NATO and
the EU, further fortifying the transatlantic
alliance. Enhancing our international partnerships is crucial to the United States’
national security and bolsters global stability in the face of an increasingly belligerent
and revisionist Russia. It is in the United
States’ national interest to support Ukraine
in these efforts and we encourage our
Ukrainian partners to stay the course.

UCCA pens letter to President Biden urging
contact with Zelenskyy prior to upcoming summits
Ukrainian National Information Service
WASHINGTON – As President Joseph
Biden prepares for the upcoming G-7 and
NATO summits with U.S. allies and
European partners, as well as a meeting
with Russian President Vladimir Putin, the
Ukrainian Congress Committee of America
(UCCA) penned a letter to Mr. Biden outlining the concerns of the Ukrainian American
community.
“The stakes for the United States, and
the larger democratic world writ large,
could not be higher,” UCCA President
Andriy Futey and Executive Vice President
Michael Sawkiw, Jr., wrote in their letter to
Mr. Biden.
“Russia’s efforts to destabilize Ukraine
through its invasion of eastern Ukraine, its
continued illegal occupation of Crimea –
sovereign Ukrainian territory, and its interference in democratic processes in the
United States and elsewhere threaten the
peace, international order and security of
democratic nations,” the authors wrote.
The letter was delivered electronically to
the White House and it called on Mr. Biden
to invite Ukrainian President Volodymr
Zelenskyy to meet prior to either of the ally

summits or prior to the president’s meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin
in Geneva.
“It would be the UCCA’s earnest hope,”
the authors said in their letter, “that you,
Mr. president, invite Ukraine’s President
Zelenskyy to meet with you at the G-7 or
NATO summits, or [that you hold] a one-onone engagement prior to your meeting
with Vladimir Putin.”
Inasmuch as Ukraine will likely be a
topic of major discussion, the UCCA in their
letter requested that Mr. Biden “support
publicly Ukraine’s efforts towards EuroAtlantic integration and to state unequivocally that the people of Ukraine will determine their destiny with regard to national
policy, including their closer interaction
with Europe and NATO.”
In previous correspondence with the
White House and administration officials,
the UCCA requested to meet with Mr. Biden
and Secretary of State Antony Blinken to
discuss matters of concern regarding
Ukraine. A meeting with then-Vice
President Biden and representatives of the
Ukrainian community was held in February
2014 during the height of the Revolution of
Dignity in Ukraine.
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Professor Dr. Bohdan Medwidsky, Ukrainian folklorist, philanthropist and community activist
by Wolodymyr Medwidsky
TORONTO – The late professor Dr.
Bohdan Medwidsky passed into eternity as
a result of the COVID-19 virus. A brother,
uncle, brother-in-law, founder and benefactor of the Kule Folklore Centre and the
Bohdan Medwidsky Ukrainian Folklore
Archives at the University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Mr. Medwidsky was 84.
He leaves behind in sorrow close family, friends and colleagues in Ukraine,
Canada, the U.S. and other countries of the
world.
Born in Stanislaviv (now Ivano-Frank
ivsk) Ukraine, he spent 10 years in a
Switzerland sanatorium beginning at age
two because of health issues. As a result of
World War II, he was separated from his
family during this time. As a consequence
of his illness, he suffered a lifelong handicap, but it never held him back from being
able to achieve his lifelong endeavours.
In the late 1940s, at the age of 12, he
was reunited with his family and a brother
who he met for the first time in Vienna. In
Lexenfeld, Germany, in a displaced persons
camp, speaking only French and German,
he re-learned his native Ukrainian language under the gentle tutelage of his
mother Natalia. At that point he developed
a deep love for his Ukrainian roots. The
family came from a long lineage of priests,
which gave him a lifelong direction in his
spiritual life. The young family was sponsored to Canada after the war and they settled into the large Ukrainian Canadian
immigrant community in Toronto. There

the family and Bohdan learned a fourth
language: English.
As a young teenager, the foundation for
his lifelong voluntarism as well as that of
an educator was formed during his time in
the Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization.
He was a long-time “vykhovnyk” (scout
leader) of “yunaky” (scouts age 11-17) and
later became a member of the fraternity
“Burlaky,” remaining an active member of
Plast and his fraternity until the end.
After completing his university studies,
he married Ivanka Hlibowych in Toronto,
on September 13, 1969. They moved to
Ottawa and between 1969-1971 he began
teaching courses in Ukrainian and Russian
(his fifth language) at Carleton University.
In 1971, Mr. Medwidsky accepted a position in Ukrainian linguistics at the
University of Alberta. This was a happy
but tumultuous time. Shortly after their
marriage, Mr. Medwidsky’s beloved wife
became very ill and passed away in 1975
at a young age after only six years of marriage.
After Ivanka passed away, he defended
his doctoral dissertation in 1977 at the
University of Toronto and remained in
Edmonton where he found his professional home and spent the remainder of his
life and career.
Aside from his academic career, Mr.
Medwidsky devoted many years of his life
to volunteer work, where he served in
numerous leadership roles in community
organizations, including the Ukrainian
Canadian Congress-Alberta, the Ukrainian
Cultural Heritage Village Board, the

Prof. Bohdan Medwidsky
Friends of the Ukrainian Village Society, the
Brotherhood of Ukrainian Catholics, the
Alberta Ukrainian Pioneers Association,
the Friends of the Ukrainian Folklore
Centre and other organizations.
Mr. Medwidsky’s proudest achievement
was his role as founder and benefactor of
the Ukrainian Folklore Program at the
University of Alberta. Through his personal initiative, he raised funds and convinced
the university administration that the
study of Ukrainian culture should be part
of the university’s offerings. He leaves
behind an extraordinary legacy which
includes many community-based projects

With deepest gratitude
The following statement was released
by the family of the late Prof. Bohdan
Medwidsky on the occasion of his recent
passing.

tors and Plast members in the church as
well as the farewell speeches of his brothers from the Ukrainian Catholic
Brotherhood of Canada will remain as an
unforgettable memory for the family.
We would like to express a sincere
A special thank you must be reserved
thank you to Rt. Rev. Dr. Roman Lobay, for University Folklore Archivist Maryna
pastor of St. Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Chernyavska, the family representative in
Church in Toronto, for his pastoral help Edmonton, for her long working relationand counsel regarding the funeral servic- ship with Bohdan, to her personal care
es and especially his moral and spiritual for his well being and especially in the
support to the family during these most last days for the tremendous time and
challenging times of the COVID-19 pan- effort spent in helping with funeral
demic. Thank you to the cantors Ihor arrangements in Edmonton and all the
Maheha and Roman Lekhman for their writing and translating. Likewise, thank
melodious singing that enriched the you to Dr. Andriy Nahachevsky who
beautiful church rites that the late researched and put together a very inBohdan so loved, and to Zachary Pokry depth biography of Bohdan. Without this
shchak for undertaking the live stream- enormous help it would have been
ing of the funeral services that allowed impossible to achieve all the necessary
family, friends and colleagues in all cor- funeral preparations.
ners of the world to take part virtually in
Sincere gratitude to Dr. Zenon Kohut
Bohdan’s funeral.
and his spouse Zirka for Prof. Kohut’s
Thank you to Rev. Danylo Kuc, pastor unwavering 30-year friendship. Their
of St. George Ukrainian Catholic Parish in daily calls in the last few years at 7 p.m.
Edmonton who prepared Bohdan’s final with news from Ukraine and politics to
journey to the after-life by hearing his the end of Bohdan’s life in the hospital
confession and bestowing him his last were truly a great moral support as well
rites, as well as visiting with him in the as a welcome distraction in Bohdan’s life.
hospital and virtually. The funeral memo- Also, their advice and counsel from afar
rial service at his beloved St. George were welcome and very helpful to the
Parish and the kind words of support family.
helped the family to prepare for his last
A heartfelt thank you to all his friends,
journey and gave the family moral colleagues, staff and co-workers at both
strength for the funeral services in the University of Alberta and all the variToronto. The serene singing of the can- ous organizations in which he participat-

ed and volunteered so much of his time
and especially the friendships that were
realized because of his work. Although
many of you are unknown to the family,
these friendships are greatly valued
because you were like a second family to
him in Edmonton.
An immense thank you to the whole
family and mutual friends, as well as
Bohdan’s friends and colleagues for their
generous donations to the causes he held
so dear, for the flowers, prayers and
masses and especially the condolences of
sympathy both written and expressed by
telephone. There were some interesting,
written memories of his youth at Plast
and during his many years of professorship that were shared with the family.
These will remain as precious remembrances for the family as well as moral
support during these sorrowful times.
Finally, we must acknowledge and graciously thank the directors at the
University of Alberta and all those who
initiated the lowering of the university
flag to half mast until April 6 in honor of
the passing of the late Dr. Bohdan
Medwidsky. For the family, this was truly
a touching tribute which will not be forgotten.
We call on all to continue to support
the late Dr. Bohdan Medwidsky’s scholarly works as well as the legacy he leaves
behind. Long live Ukrainian folklore.
Trymaymosia! May his memory be eternal!

promoting Ukrainian culture which have
directly benefitted museums, dance
ensembles, musical groups and other
community organizations.
He was awarded honors from the
Ukrainian Canadian Congress, Plast and
Ukrainian President Viktor Yushchenko for
his academic, philanthropic and volunteer
work. However, he remained a man of
humility, great generosity and deep spirituality, always preferring to remain in the
background.
The Ukrainian language, customs and
rites were the driving force behind Mr.
Medwidsky’s dedication and life’s work.
His mission was to ensure that the beautiful Ukrainian culture would never be forgotten and should be preserved in Canada
and throughout the world. The Ukrainian
community has lost an incredibly passionate, devoted academic, community leader,
philanthropist and volunteer. He touched
many lives. In Plast he educated many
young scouts and later as a professor he
mentored countless students and will be
remembered for his compassion, sharp wit
and sense of humor.
After his death, the University of Alberta
honored Mr. Medwidsky’s memory by lowering the university flag to half staff. This
honor could not have been achieved without the countless colleagues and staff at
the Folklore Centre who were responsible
for this tribute.
To his family he was affectionately
known as “Stryjko Litak” (uncle airplane)
for the many trips he took back to Toronto
for family gatherings, holidays and celebrations. One of his last words was “trymaymosia” (let’s keep holding together).
This he did by holding on to pass away
peacefully on March 28, the very day of
his cherished wife’s birthday, while listening to streamed Sunday Mass from his
beloved St. George Ukrainian Catholic
Parish.
Funeral services were held on March 31
and were officiated by the Rev. Danylo Kuc,
pastor at St. George Ukrainian Catholic
Parish in Edmonton. From there his
remains were transported by plane to
Toronto – his last airplane trip to his family
where the second half of his funeral services on April 3 were officiated by the Rt. Rev.
Dr. Roman Lobay, pastor at St. Nicholas
Ukrainian Catholic Church – the parish of
his youth. In these most challenging times
of the COVID-19 pandemic, although a very
limited number of persons attended the
funeral services, through live-streaming
many more were able to take part in the
services virtually.
The family had the late Mr. Medwidsky
buried with a “poderty cherevyk” (a torn
boot, which is a symbol of his Burlaky Plast
fraternity) as a memento of his Plast fraternity wedding. The torn boot was placed
inside his coffin. He was interred with his
parents on April 3 at Prospect Cemetery in
Toronto.
On the 40th day after his passing into
eternity, on May 6, which is St. George’s
Feast Day, masses and requiem services
were celebrated both in Edmonton and
Toronto. The melody of “Khrystos Voskres”
(Christ is Risen) during the requiem services accompanied the soul of the late Mr.
Medwidsky to his final resting place and to
his eternal “vatra” during the Holy Week of
Easter – his most beloved church feast.
May his memory be eternal!
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The Ukrainian Weekly
U.S. Senators visit Kyiv
A bipartisan group of U.S. Senators recently travelled to Kyiv, where they met with
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy and other government officials. The
group – U.S. Sen. Rob Portman (R-Ohio), senior member of the Foreign Relations
Committee and co-chair of the Senate Ukraine Caucus, and Sens. Jeanne Shaheen
(D-N.H.) and Chris Murphy (D-Conn.), who also sit on the same committee – urged
Ukrainian officials to strengthen democratic institutions, clamp down on corruption
and reduce the influence of oligarchs. The group also sought to assure Mr. Zelenskyy
that Washington would continue to provide help countering Russian aggression.
In a joint statement, the three senators said that, “The purpose of this delegation’s mission is to show U.S. solidarity with Ukraine against Russian aggression
and its right to sovereignty and territorial integrity, as well as encourage progress
on democratic reforms.”
Ms. Shaheen added that she was pleased to see first hand the work Ukrainians
were doing to fight the graft that has been endemic in much of Ukrainian society.
“Ensuring Ukraine continues key reforms to strengthen its democracy is critical
to our enduring partnership and to counter Russian aggression,” Ms. Shaheen said.
“[I] appreciated meeting with government representatives and civil society members on their work to root out corruption and build a better tomorrow for Ukraine.”
The senators also noted their strong objection to the Nord Stream 2 pipeline project.
“Why we feel so strongly about Nord Stream 2 is because we don’t understand.
You know, Europe joins us in sanctions against Russia but then allows it to build a
pipeline. It’s a mixed message that we don’t understand,” Mr. Murphy said during a
June 2 interview with RFE/RL in Kyiv.
Ms. Shaheen added that, “I intend to do everything I can to try and stop the pipeline.”
On the topic of Russian aggression against Ukraine, Mr. Portman said that, while
the Russian troops which had massed along Ukraine’s eastern border were ordered
back to their bases, many of those troops and nearly all of the military hardware
have not moved.
“When [Russian military officials] said they would pull back to their bases, some
reporters reported that, taking them at their word. But the intelligence does not
confirm that and it indicates that only a small number have left – maybe 10 to 20
percent based on the data that we have – and that the equipment was largely left
behind, meaning that they could very quickly come back and rejoin that equipment
and provide this additional threat to the sovereignty of Ukraine.”
Moreover, Mr. Portman urged Russia to “give back Crimea,” adding that, “It was
an illegal annexation.”
But most importantly for Ukraine, the senators said they would continue to support Ukraine’s efforts to join NATO, though they noted that Ukraine must continue
to implement the reforms needed to show the alliance that the country will adhere
to Western values.
“NATO is both a military alliance and an alliance of values,” Mr. Murphy said.
“That’s why the reforms that are currently under way in Ukraine are absolutely
critical.” We wholeheartedly agree. And, as Ukraine continues to implement these
reforms, we look forward to the day when it finally gets its well-earned NATO
Membership Action Plan.

June

Turning the pages back...

10

Twenty years ago, on June 10, 2001, the editorial of that issue
of The Ukrainian Weekly announced the release of the second
volume of “The Ukrainian Weekly 2000” that covered the 1970s
through the 1990s, as a supplement to Volume I (1933-1960s,
published in 2000) of the series.
The editorial of the June 10 issue described the books.
“Together the two volumes of ‘The Ukrainian Weekly 2000’ are meant to convey to readers a sense of the major events that affected the Ukrainian community and Ukraine from
the 1930s through the 1990s, as the articles chosen for the two books – each nearly 300
pages in length – provide a sampling of the major events covered by The Ukrainian
Weekly since its founding in 1933. … Together the two volumes are certain to become a
resource for researchers, as well as a keepsake for readers.”
Each decade covered in the second volume included introductions by former and current staffers of The Weekly. “The 1970s: Soviet repressions and response,” “The 1980s: Of
divisions, struggle and remembrance,” and “The 1990s: The dream, and the reality.”
“Thus, in one volume we have articles about the introduction of the Canadian policy of
multiculturalism and the arrests of human and national rights activists Vyacheslav
Chornovil, Ivan Svitlychny and Ivan Dzyuba; the release of Valentyn Moroz and the hostage ordeal of Michael Metrinko in Iran. These are stories about protest actions at the
Olympics in the 1980s and about independent Ukraine’s debut at the Olympic Games in
the 1990s. The disparate cases of John Demjanjuk, Walter Polovchak and Myroslav
Medvid all figure on the pages of this volume, as do events commemorating the 50th anniversary of the Great Famine of 1932-1933 [known as the Holodomor] and the Millennium
of Christianity in Rus’-Ukraine. Not forgotten are such significant developments as the
founding of the Rukh movement in Ukraine and President George [H.W.] Bush’s 1991 visit
to Ukraine, which was followed in short order by Ukraine’s independence and the overwhelming affirmation of that independence in a nationwide referendum. The volume also
explains the reason for the changing spelling of Kiev-Kyyiv-Kyiv, and the disappearance of
the ‘the’ before Ukraine. Quite appropriately, the last entry for the 20th century is an article called ‘Millennium reflections.’”
The series of books was hoped to serve as both a tribute and a thank you to all of the
newspaper’s editors and contributors, “each of whom enriched our paper and whose
team effort made the paper what it is today… [and serves] as a tangible thank you to all
who supported our work during the 20th century.”

2001

Source: “The Ukrainian Weekly 2000,” The Ukrainian Weekly, June 10, 2001.
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Four setbacks... Part 1
(Continued from page 2)
share a sense of alarm over the Biden
administration’s decision; they view it as
an unwarranted political concession to
Russia.
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy regards
the lifting of sanctions on Nord Stream 2 as
a “defeat of the United States, a personal
defeat of President Biden in terms of
standing up to Russia […] a major Russian
geopolitical victory, and a redistribution of
power and influence [in Europe].” Mr.
Zelenskyy is “personally worried about
possible tradeoffs” at the Biden-Putin summit affecting Ukraine, he admitted during
the press conference on the second anniversary of his presidency. He had asked Mr.
Blinken during his Kyiv visit for
Washington to coordinate with Kyiv regarding Ukrainian issues ahead of the BidenPutin summit (Ukrinform, May 20, 21).
Foreign Affairs Minister Dmytro Kuleba
regards it as “a defeat of American diplomacy if Nord Stream 2 is completed after
all.” Mr. Kuleba has announced that Kyiv
“will fight on to stop the completion of this
project” (Interfax-Ukraine, May 21;
Ukrinform, May 26). According to Mr.
Kuleba’s immediate predecessor as foreign
affairs minister, Pavlo Klimkin, the U.S.
decision came as “a blow to the gut” to
Ukraine. Nevertheless, “any signs of a crisis
of confidence between Ukraine and the
United States would be the worst thing
that could happen at this time” (Facebook.
com/PavloKlimkin.ua, May 20).
According to a widely shared view
among Ukrainian officials and analysts,
Ukraine’s gas transit system functions not
only as an economic asset, but also as a
political deterrent to full-scale Russian military aggression inside Ukraine beyond the
existing conflict theater. Once this gas transit system no longer carries large volumes
from Russia to Europe, serving both sides,
Western Europe’s direct material stake in
Ukraine’s security could decline, and
Russia could become less inhibited about
using its own or proxy forces to advance
into Ukraine’s interior or destabilize it
(Novoye Vremya, May 21; Ukrinform, May
22).
On May 20, a large representative group
of Ukrainian political, cultural and civil
society figures, “gravely alarmed by the
decision to waive the application of sanctions on Nord Stream 2,” appealed to the
United States to reconsider this decision
(Kyiv Post, May 20). On May 21, the
Ukrainian parliament’s plenum appealed
to both chambers of the U.S. Congress “to
use all the legislative instruments at their

UWC joins...
(Continued from page 1)
mate goals, threatens the already precarious security of Ukraine and runs counter to
the aim of a common EU external energy
policy.
The appeal for a moratorium on Nord
Stream 2, initiated by the influential
German think tank Zentrum Liberale
Moderne, has been reported on by prominent German and international media. Like
the UWC, the German think tank and two
other German organizations were recently
banned by the Russian state prosecutor’s
office.
German Chancellor Angela Merkel has
been personally informed about the appeal,
which brings together a large number of
prominent figures from Europe and North
America, including former Estonian
President Toomas Hendrik Ilves and former Polish Prime Minister Jerzy Buzek, as
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disposal for a full and irreversible stop to
the Nord Stream 2 project… The only
mechanism to ensure that Russia does not
use Nord Stream 2 as an energy weapon is
to fully block its completion and commissioning” (UNIAN, May 21). Ukraine’s justarrived ambassador to the U.S., Oksana
Markarova, is consulting with members of
Congress on possible steps to block the
Nord Stream 2 project (Ukrinform, May
26).
The eminent analyst Mikhaylo Honchar
reflects a widespread view in Ukraine’s
pro-Western civil society: “They are rubbing their hands in Russia. They feel that
the U.S. White House’s sanctions-lifting is
another display of weakness, after [Mr.]
Biden took the step to call [Mr.] Putin…
Given that the Biden administration
declared the fight against transnational
corruption as a priority, it looks strange
that they lifted the sanctions on this
Russian company [Gazprom-owned Nord
Stream 2 AG] that promotes the
Schröderization of European politicians”
(Ukrinform, May 21).
Mr. Blinken demonstratively downplayed Ukraine’s (and others’) concerns
when meeting in Reykjavik with Mr.
Lavrov, so as not to risk jeopardizing Mr.
Biden’s meeting with Mr. Putin. The U.S.
State Department’s readout puts Ukraine
in the third place among the issues Mr.
Blinken raised, after the Arctic and climate
agenda and requesting the release of two
U.S. citizens held in Russia. (As Russian
opposition members noted, Mr. Blinken
requested the release of Paul Whelan and
Trevor Reed, but merely and curtly registered concern for the health of Alexei
Navalny further down the readout.) Mr.
Blinken expressed “deep concern regarding Russia’s continued military deployments in and near Ukraine”; he failed to
mention, however, the occupation of
Crimea, the ongoing low-intensity war in
Ukraine’s east (and Russia’s ceasefire
breaches there), or Russia’s obstructions to
commercial navigation in the Black Sea
near Ukraine (State.gov, May 19).
According to the “senior official’s” briefing after the Blinken-Lavrov meeting, the
U.S. side raised these issues, in this order:
Arctic, Climate Change-Paris Accords,
Syria, Karabakh and Armenia-Azerbaijan,
Afghanistan, Iran (nuclear anti-proliferation), Korean Peninsula, and Cyber security. “Moderator: Ukraine? Senior State
Department Official: And Ukraine, yeah”
(State.gov, May 19).
The article above is reprinted from
Eurasia Daily Monitor with permission from
its publisher, the Jamestown Foundation,
www.jamestown.org.

well as former ministers, high-ranking diplomats, military personnel, numerous
members of parliament, well-known
thought-leaders and representatives of civil
society.
“A moratorium for Nord Stream 2 represents a chance to arrive at a common
European position,” UWC President Paul
Grod said. “It would deliver a clear message to Russia’s leadership that there are
consequences for continuing violations of
international law and for undermining the
rules-based European order.”
“UWC calls on all Ukrainian and Eastern
European communities together with all
friends of Ukraine to join the appeal and
urge their respective governments to support the moratorium on Nord Stream 2,”
Mr. Grod said.
Readers who would like to sign the
appeal or see a list of its signatories may
visit http://moratorium-for-ns2.org/
en/2021/05/26/a-moratorium-on-nordstream-2/.
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Pondering Russia’s (long standing)
problem with truth
by Volodymyr Zaryckyj
A little more than a month ago, in midApril, I came across an article on the website of the European Council on Foreign
Relations (ECFR) titled “War of Unreality”
that struck a deep, personal nerve. The
piece, authored by ECFR Fellow Gustav
Gressel, was written as both an observation
and a warning. The observation was that
Russia was engaged in creating an “alternate reality” – constantly positing a narrative of current events that flatly contradicted the way that the West (read the global
community of democracies) thought about
the world. The warning was that Russia’s
attempts at ontological contrariness would
sooner or later have dire consequences.
While the piece left a distinct mark on
me, it did so in a strangely unsettling way. I
knew the observation was accurate and
that the warning was valid, but for a time I
could not somehow shake off the feeling
that the analysis was incomplete, or more
bluntly, that something was missing.
Relief in the matter surfaced two weeks
ago (shortly after the annual Victory Day
commemorations) in the form of another
article, penned by the authoritative
Washington foreign policy commentator
Janusz Bugajski and dedicated to taking to
task Vladimir Putin’s increasingly over-thetop ‘victory laps’ at his Victory Day events.
The piece began by voicing two complaints that were becoming a habit among
astute Kremlin observers. For one, Mr.
Putin was showing a growing affinity for
asserting that the only true conqueror of
fascism and hence the only deserving victor
in World War II was the “Sovyetski narod”
(the Soviet nation). Two, and equally troubling, “Vlad” was becoming prone to equating the “Sovyetski narod” with the Russian
nation “in its Red phase” (Particularly disingenuous in this regard was the way that
“millions of Soviet victims” were morphing
into “millions of Russian victims”).
As the article progressed, however, a
much less often articulated complaint surfaced – i.e., that neither Mr. Putin nor the
denizens of the Kremlin generally were
ready to fess up to their own culpabilities
with regard to the “Great Patriotic War.”
After all, it was a pact between Nazi
Germany and the USSR (using Mr. Putin’s
logic, read Soviet Russia) dividing up
Eastern Europe among them that began the
war. And it was the Kremlin supply line of
wheat and steel that helped feed and arm
the Nazi armies that took the north, west
and south of Europe before turning on the
USSR. In fact, one might dare to say that
major “Nazi collaboration” started with the
Kremlin since it was formed first.
Mr. Bugajski’s reflection almost immediately brought into focus the perceived absent
Volodymyr Zaryckyj is executive director
of the Center for U.S.-Ukrainian Relations.
The Center provides “informational platforms” or venues for senior-level representatives of the political, economic, security, diplomatic and cultural/academic establishments of the United States and Ukraine to
exchange views on a wide range of issues of
mutual interest, and to showcase what has
been referred to as a “burgeoning relationship of notable geopolitical import” between
the two nations. Dr. Zaryckyj completed his
undergraduate and graduate work at
Columbia University; he taught political science at NYU for nearly three decades before
moving on in recent years to do postdoctoral
research work on Eastern Europe.

ingredient in Mr. Gressel’s otherwise excellent article; it brought into play a historical
dimension. Put simply, the land that gave us
“little green men” and “khaki-clad Wagne
rians” in the contemporary world had a history of creating alternate realities (dare we
call them “Potemkin village” projects).
The described “light bulb turning-on
moment” did indeed produce an intellectual catharsis and for that I was very grateful.
But my sense of uneasiness on an emotional level did not pass. Instead, a set of highly
charged memories came flooding in.
I first flashed back to my youthful piety
tale fascination with Prince Volodymr of
Kyiv, who, upon presiding over the emergence of his city state (the earliest incarnation of the Ukrainian polity) as a rival in stature to Constantinople and medieval Venice,
decided to thank the heavenly power he had
come to believe in (and whose assistance he
“witnessed” in his quest) by mass baptizing
Kyiv’s inhabitants at or near the spot where
St. Andrew reportedly had prophesied (during his sojourn up the Dnipro) a great
metropolis would arise.
I nearly simultaneously remembered
being confronted first in school and then in
the wider world with a “Russkie Myr”-style
version of the same tale. In the latter version
of the “baptism” story, Grand Duke Vladimir
of primordial Russia (and only incidentally
of “Kiev”) came to Chersonese in Crimea to
accept his wife and the Christian faith from
Constantinople in a brilliantly prescient
“geo-theological/geopolitical move” that
allowed early modern Russia’s new capital,
Moscow (incidentally, a swamp in 988), to
claim that it was the “Third Rome” after the
fall of the Second Rome in 1453.
In short order, I remembered growing up
admiring the literally Byronic figure of Ivan
Mazepa, who, upon recognizing that his
Hetmanate (the Zaporizhian Kozak Republic
that had become the second incarnation of
the Ukrainian state) was fast losing both its
sovereignty and territorial integrity to an
autocratic interloper in “Moscovy” (Peter I),
forged an alliance with Europe’s most
enlightened monarch, Sweden’s Charles XII,
to change matters, and who, upon losing
with the Swedes in Poltava, was astute
enough while facing approaching death to
leave his now exiled office to Phillip Orlyk,
the eventual author of one of the earliest
constitutions in modern history.
And, again, I nearly simultaneously
flashed back to listening to a very different
story in school and the wider world, featuring Czar (a Russian takeoff on Caesar) Peter
defeating the “Little Russian” Mazepa, who
was attempting to undermine the inspired
(and Westernizing) monarch’s plan to unite
all the old lands of Russia into one great
“world beating” modern nation state and
who, coincidentally, was also keeping
Moscow from playing its divinely ordained
“Third Rome” role as “protector of all the
Orthodox faithful,” for which he was rightfully anathematized.
Finally, I remembered being surrounded
in my childhood by survivors of Ukraine’s
liberation struggles in 1917-1921; survivors of the genocidal terror-famine of
1932-1933 known as the Holodomor; survivors of Ukraine’s liberation struggles in
1939-1950 who fought an uneven conflict
against two totalitarian behemoths and
who, when caught, spent time in Nazi
camps (my future father-in-law went legally blind in Mauthausen) or Siberian Gulags;
ostarbiters who lived through Allied bombings as slave laborers working Germany’s
(Continued on page 13)
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Andrew Fedynsky

Octogenarians
As a volunteer at the Ukrainian
Museum-Archives in Cleveland, I often
come across some curious items. Consider,
for example, a 1950s membership application to join the “Organization of Elderly
Ukrainians” in Detroit, Mich.; “eligibility
beginning at age 40...” Wow! Things have
certainly changed. Forty-plus-year-old athletes are winning championships. Indeed,
in the last few months, I’ve noticed a spate
of articles about prominent people turning
not 40, but 80: columnist George Will, travel writer Paul Theroux, author Jane Brody,
rock legend Bob Dylan and others. So, allow
me to write about the most remarkable
octogenarian I know: my brother Yurko
who turned 80 this past February.
Yurko entered the world during a global
war and came of age in its aftermath. In
accord with the Hitler-Stalin Pact, the
Soviets took over western Ukraine in
September 1939. They soon conducted
mass arrests, murders, deportations of
Ukrainian and Polish cultural figures, political and religious leaders. For our parents
and others, it was perilous to remain in
their homeland, so they fled to Krakow in
Nazi-occupied Poland where scholar
Volodymyr Kubiovych and other émigrés
formed the Ukrainian Central Committee, a
quasi-political organization supporting
social, educational and economic activities.
That’s where Yurko was born, 15 months
after “Liunyk” and “Lesia’s” marriage in
November, two months into the war.
Yurko was babbling and not yet walking
when Hitler invaded the Soviet Union in
June 1941. Ukraine was a major military
corridor. People welcomed the Germans as
“liberators,” viewing the invasion as the
gateway to the age-old dream of Ukrainian
statehood. Anticipating defeat of the Soviet
Union and the establishment of an independent Ukraine, Kubiovych’s Committee
extended scholarships to bright, young students to prepare a cadre of future government officials. Our father, then 26 and
already having been a political prisoner as
a teenager, enrolled in the University of
Vienna to study law.
“Mama” with infant son, Yurko, returned
to her ancestral village, Strilkivtsi in
Podillia, where there was food and family
support, not knowing how stressful and
eventually deadly it would soon become.
Throughout all that, mama and tato
remained devoted to each other, exchanging 2-3 letters a week. Every few months
our father visited. Millions of families
throughout the world, of course, experienced the same, whether the men were
conscripted into the military or were otherwise absent – history recounts a mind-boggling number of violent deaths: men,
women, children.
Paradoxically, I got to know my parents a
lot better after they had passed away than I
did when they were still with us. Sifting
through their legacy at our home in
Cleveland in the late 1980s, I found hundreds of letters our mother sent to Vienna,
which tato miraculously kept. For several
years running, I spent many hours of our
family vacation at Soyuzivka reading and
translating the letters with an almost daily
account of the vicissitudes of wartime
Andrew Fedynsky’s e-mail address is
afedynsky@gmail.com.

Ukraine.
When our mama arrived in Strilkivtsi in
February 1942, she wrote tato that oneyear-old Yurko now had nine teeth. Mama,
of course, wasn’t interested in war, but as
Leon Trotsky famously said in another context, war was interested in her. It wasn’t
clear at the time, but the tide had already
turned against the Nazis. The Wehrmacht
breezed through the Soviet Union and by
the fall of 1941 was at the gates of Moscow
– until the brutal winter our mother
describes in her letters. By the time she
painstakingly reached the village, the Nazis
had been driven back 100 kilometers from
the Soviet capital. A year later, Germany
lost an entire army at Stalingrad and then
month by month was forced back past
Strilkivtsi, cutting off mama and Yurko
from correspondence with no hope of
reunion with tato. That was the spring of
1944.
But back to mama’s arrival in the village
early in 1942 with Yurko and his nine teeth.
Because Germany conscripted millions of
its young men for the war, the Reich not
only had to replace that workforce, it had to
equip and supply them. And so, two million
young Ukrainians were forced to work for
Germany as slaves, including several from
mama’s village where German soldiers that
summer also commandeered grain to feed
their people back home. Mama, who spoke
fluent German, was made to translate as
“two snot-faced punks,” she wrote tato,
oversaw the confiscation. “More than one
person will be forced to sleep because of
these quotas…This is our reward for all our
flowers and garlands with which we welcomed them.” And so the most bountiful
land in all of Europe was faced with food
shortages, just a decade after the
Holodomor and during my brother’s formative years – he was 18 months old when
mama endured those Nazi grain confiscations, and the ordeal was just beginning.
Decades later, I was struck how Yurko in
Detroit would buy 50-pound sacks of flour
and rice, gallons of cooking oil and stock
big containers of salt, pepper, herbs.
Hmmm…now I know.
Within a year, Nazi brutality spurred the
formation of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army
(UPA), a guerrilla force dedicated to fighting German occupation. Before long, as the
Red Army was driving the Wehrmacht back
toward Berlin, UPA turned its weapons
against the Soviets. In Strilkivtsi and surrounding areas there are miles and miles of
caverns. Jews sheltered there during Nazi
occupation. In their fight against the
Soviets, so did UPA. And therefore, because
of the village and regions’ tactical importance, NKVD military units were ensconced
there to defeat the pro-independence guerrillas and consolidate Soviet rule.
Caught between two military/political
forces, everyone was forced to participate,
even my then five-year-old brother. I
remember mama recounting – too young at
the time for me to understand – how Yurko
got a hold of wire cutters and severed an
NKVD communication cable: a naughty
antic, I thought, by a little boy pulling a
juvenile prank. I now realize that UPA in the
nearby caverns had given Yurko the cutter
and told him what to do. We’ll never know
(Continued on page 15)
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Head of Ukraine’s reforms committee meets with Ukraine-2050 president to discuss call for “urgent reforms”
Ukraine-2050
KYIV – Ukraine-2050 President Eugene
Czolij met virtually on May 31 with Mikheil
Saakashvilli, the head of the Reforms
Executive Committee of the National
Reforms Council of Ukraine and the third
president of Georgia, to discuss the need for
concrete reforms in Ukraine and future
cooperation on the issue.
The meeting took place at the request of
the Office of the President of Ukraine for
the Executive Committee of Reforms to
review and respond to an appeal made by
Ukraine-2050 to President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy on the need for urgent reforms
to attract investments to Ukraine.
The meeting was also held to discuss
Ukraine’s readiness to implement significant judicial reform, promote the work and
independence of anti-corruption bodies,
adopt relevant laws reducing access to state
funds for oligarchic clans, restructure law
enforcement agencies to eliminate undue
interference in businesses, and reduce regulations and bureaucracy for businesses.
During the meeting, Mr. Saakashvilli presented the composition and work of the
National Reforms Council headed by Mr.
Zelenskyy, as well as the Reforms Executive

Committee and the non-governmental
organization “Office of Simple Solutions
and Results” that he heads personally. The
experts at this non-profit organization prepare proposals for the president and members of the National Reforms Council of
Ukraine.
Mr. Saakashvilli said that proposals were
developed to the Customs Code of Ukraine,
the Code of Labor Laws of Ukraine and the
Privatization Code, as well as on the fight
against corruption through the disclosure
of corruption schemes. He also said that
experts from the Office of Simple Solutions
and Results conducted a study and estimated that Ukraine loses more than $37 billion
annually to corruption.
Mr. Czolij presented the composition and
work of Ukraine-2050, particularly the
establishment of a Permanent International
Media Monitoring Mission on Disinfor
mation about Ukraine and the Ukrainian
diaspora. He also highlighted the need for
urgent and tangible reforms to attract
investments to Ukraine, starting with judicial reform, as well as for concrete action to
significantly reduce the level of corruption
in Ukraine.
At the end of the meeting, it was agreed
to regularly hold such meetings, mainly to

Ukraine-2050

Ukraine-2050 President Eugene Czolij met with Mikheil Saakashvilli, the head of the
Reforms Executive Committee of the National Reforms Council of Ukraine;
Ukraine-2050 Executive Director Myron Nayda; and Maria Barabash the executive
director of Ukraine’s Office of Simple Solutions and Results.
discuss concrete reforms and ways to fight
corruption in Ukraine.
Ukraine-2050 Executive Director Myron
Nayda and the Executive Director of the
Office of Simple Solutions and Results
Maria Barabash also participated in the virtual meeting.

Odesa appeals court...
(Continued from page 1)
Mr. Sternenko, against whom several criminal cases
have been filed, called his prosecution a “300-hryvnia case”
because, according to the prosecution, they stole around
300 hryvnias (about $11) from Mr. Shcherbych. Despite the
conviction and ruling by the appeals court, Messrs.
Sternenko and Demchuk maintain their innocence.
According to police investigators, they and other unidentified persons put Mr. Shcherbych in a car and took him to a
basement where they beat and tortured him. The shot a
gun over his head, pinched a finger on his right hand with
pliers and caused a craniocerebral injury and concussion.
In total, four criminal cases have been filed against Mr.
Sternenko. He has faced charges for kidnapping, rioting
and beating a police officer, drug distribution and murder.
Mr. Sternenko maintains that the killing of his attacker was
done in self-defense. Mr. Sternenko, a former leader of the
Odesa Right Sector, has pled innocent to all of the charges.
The appeals court ruling acquitted both Messrs.
Sternenko and Demchuk of kidnapping. The court found
that the original sentence could not be applied due to the
expiration of the statute of limitations, which in this case
was five years.
The Odesa Court of Appeal’s decision did not acquit the
former members of the “Right Sector” completely, though it
did significantly commute the sentence and dropped some
of the charges. Messrs. Sternenko and Demchuk have not
served prison time.
During the one-year period of the suspended sentence,
Mr. Sternenko will be monitored by a probationary officer.
He must periodically report to a supervisor and report any
change of residence, work or study.
If the court finds that Mr. Sternenko violates any of the
probationary rules or commits any additional crimes,
including civil, the court may order that Mr. Sternenko
serve his original three-year prison sentence. Mr.
Sternenko will now also have a criminal record, which will
limit his rights, even if he does not end up in prison.
Conviction on a criminal charge, in particular, does not
allow a person in Ukraine to run for parliament and it limits an individual from serving in various public offices. The
conviction for Mr. Sternenko, who has a legal education,
will likely affect his career.
Three other cases against Mr. Sternenko are currently
pending in the courts, none of which have yet been decided.
In another case, Mr. Sternenko is accused of beating the
head of the Odesa police Dmytro Holovin. It is said that
during the clashes at mass rallies in Odesa, Mr. Sternenko
allegedly struck Mr. Holovin in the legs.
That investigation also alleges that Mr. Sternenko collected money from the distribution of illegal drugs. Mr.
Sternenko has called that case against him a fabrication.

Mykhaylo Shtekel, RFE/RL

Serhiy Sternenko in court in May 2021.
The case is still being heard in court.
In May 2018, another case was opened against Mr.
Sternenko for the premeditated murder of Ivan Kuznetsov,
who attacked him in Odesa on May 24. Mr. Kuznetsov died
of stab wounds. A second attacker, Oleksandr Isaykul, was
also injured but escaped. Mr. Sternenko has said that Mr.
Kuzentsov’s murder was committed in self-defense.
Members of Ukraine’s Verkhovna Rada have agreed with
Mr. Sternenko.
“I support Serhiy because this is not his personal case;
this is a matter that is important for each of us,” said
Roman Lozynskyi, a member of parliament who posted
bail for Mr. Sternenko in that case.
“Because everyone who shows an active public position,
everyone who fights for justice, everyone who is an activist,
becomes or can become the object of hunting, attacks and
pressure,” Mr. Lozynskyi said. “We have seen dozens of
attacks on activists. Unfortunately, some of them have
already ended in death – we know the case of Katya
Handziuk, who was doused with acid. Serhiy was attacked
three times. After the third attempt, none of his attackers
are being tried now, but Serhiy, who defended himself, is.”
“It seems to me that this is a concern for each of us,” Mr.
Lozynskyi said. “A court decision is an indicator of whether
we have the right to defend ourselves if we are attacked
and will we be convicted if they want to condemn us. We
must go to the end. And I am together with Serhiy and with
everyone who supports the right to necessary selfdefense.”
Protesters in several Ukrainian cities took up the issue
on May 30 under the banner “Show us justice.” Hundreds
of people gathered in Kyiv near the Presidential Office.
Activists also showed support for Mr. Sternenko with demonstrations in Rivne, Vinnytsia, Lviv, Dnipro, Kropyvnyts
kyi, Kharkiv, Ivano-Frankivsk, Poltava, Henichesk and
Zaporizhia.

Ukraine-2050 is a non-profit organization established to help implement within
one generation – by 2050 – strategies for
the sustainable development of Ukraine as
a fully independent, territorially integral,
democratic, reformed and economically
competitive European state.

Participants chanted slogans, lit fireworks and carried
posters with various slogans: “Avakov Chort” (Avakov is the
Devil), “Freedom for Sternenko,” “Show us justice,” among
others. Activists also called for a fair trial because they
believed the case against Mr. Sternenko was politically
motivated.
During the demonstration, Mr. Sternenko addressed
protesters by phone.
“I would very much like to stand next to each of you. I
am sure that all this is temporary,” he said.
Mr. Sternenko said that he had two completely different
feelings before the court decision.
“On the one hand, I am very upset. I don’t like the fact
that there is politically motivated persecution in our country, that we have not fled so far in terms of repression from
our northern and eastern neighbors in some places.
However, I also have very good feelings and premonitions
because I see your support, I feel it, I see that there are
many of you and that, when needed, you can speak loudly
so that you can be heard, you can protect our rights,” Mr.
Sternenko told his supporters.
But the activist also said he believed Ukrainians were
the key to safeguarding citizens’ rights and freedoms.
“Although regimes in neighboring totalitarian countries
try to suppress human rights, and the same thing happens
in our country, there is a significant difference between
them and us, which is that we are not afraid to say no when
we have to say no, we are not afraid to take to the streets,
we are not afraid of these dictators,” Mr. Sternenko said.
Prior to the demonstrations, dozens of police cars, the
National Guard and police vans moved into the government quarter. The demonstration lasted about an hour,
afterward activists and law enforcement officers left the
square.
“Real judicial reform is needed to ensure that there are
no more such cases and that it is not necessary to take to
the streets every time. The reform should begin with a
reload of the Supreme Council of Justice and the High
Qualification Commission of Judges,” Mr. Lozynskyi said.
“This is a real start, not the one [Mr.] Zelenskyy wants,
reforming some other parts of the judicial system, leaving
the root of the problem untouched. Only by changing the
approach to the formation of the Supreme Council of
Justice and the High Qualifications Commission of Judges
can we begin to reset the judicial system, from which
Stalinist judges, who are involved in the case of Serhiy
Sternenko, must disappear,” Mr. Lozynskyi said. “Judges
with a lousy reputation, judges who have been involved in
corrupt decisions, and judges who do not have a sufficiently professional level must disappear. It is crucial so that
such matters as the Sternenko case do not exist in our
country.”
“As long as this process continues, we all need to take to
the streets for every real important event that will show
the injustice and weakness of our unreformed system. The
fight is still going on,” Mr. Lozynskyi said.
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UCC pens letter...
(Continued from page 3)
further Russian invasion of Ukraine;
4. Increase Ukraine’s air and naval
defense capacities in the Black Sea and
Azov Sea and increase NATO air and naval
presence and patrols in the Black Sea and
Azov Sea;
5. Increase the provision of real-time satellite imagery and intelligence to Ukraine on
Russian military movements and possible
false flag operations designed to provoke or
legitimize an invasion by Russia;

6. Designate the so-called Donetsk
Peoples’ Republic (DPR) and the Luhansk
Peoples’ Republic (LPR) as terrorist organizations and list the Russian Federation as a
state sponsor of terrorism.
The UCC would welcome the opportunity to meet with you, prime minister, or with
representatives of your office to discuss
these recommendations. Should you have
any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact UCC CEO Ihor Michalchyshyn at
613-232-8822 or ihor@ucc.ca.
Yours truly,
Alexandra Chyczij
UCC national president
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Four setbacks... Part 2
(Continued from page 2)
NATO Deputy Secretary General Mircea
Geoană omitted the standard references to
MAP, membership prospects, or even the
alliance’s 2008 promise when receiving
successive Ukrainian delegations at NATO
headquarters ahead of the summit. Ms.
Geoană, a senior Romanian diplomat, has
for many years promoted NATO’s enlargement and presence in the Black Sea region.
NATO’s readouts of those Ukrainian visits
(Nato.int, May 18, 27), however, dropped
those standard references, apparently
reflecting a negative rethinking in the alliance at this time. The scrapping of the
NATO-Ukraine and NATO-Georgia commissions’ meetings also raise questions about
the North Atlantic Alliance’s willingness to
establish more than a token presence in the
Black Sea region. Reinstating the opendoor pledge in the summit’s final communique will not, in itself, suffice to shore up
credibility unless specific actions are indicated toward that end.
Ukrainian officials committed to the
Euro-Atlantic agenda are expressing their
disappointment publicly in unprecedentedly strong terms: “Thirteen years have
passed since the 2008 summit’s decision,
and no step has been made to open NATO’s
door to Ukraine. That decision has been
gathering dust for 13 years,” Foreign Affairs
Minister Dmytro Kuleba has remonstrated
(Ukrinform, May 26). As he observed, this
year would have been the most appropriate
timing for NATO to approve a Ukrainian
MAP, considering that Ukraine is standing
up to Russia’s threats. And against that
background, “How can you not invite
Ukraine [at least] to attend this summit?
We cannot understand at all: how could
you not find a format for Ukraine’s attendance?” (UNIAN, May 26). And according to
Deputy Foreign Affairs Minister Vasyl
Bodnar, “The story about NATO’s open door
to Ukraine is no longer credible in Ukraine.
We need a clear timeframe for the signing
of a MAP and then a clear membership perspective” (Ukrinform, May 22).
A group of Ukrainian non-governmental
organizations promoting Ukraine’s EuroAtlantic integration (and conscious of the
country’s unedifying performance) candidly observes in a collective statement, “NATO
lacks a consensus for offering membership
to Ukraine even if Ukraine carried out the
reforms impeccably.” This is because “some
[NATO] countries are afraid of antagonizing
Russia or keep trying to appease Russia;
some governments are afraid of their own
voters’ possible reaction [to NATO enlargement]; and some do not believe in the
authenticity of Ukraine’s Euro-Atlantic
choice. Publicly, however, they would only
speak about disappointment with the
tempo of Ukraine’s reforms” (Ukraiynska
Pravda, May 20).
Germany and France are acting within
NATO against a Ukrainian MAP, but are acting in their own name outside the
European Union as mediators of the conflict between Russia and Ukraine in the

“Normandy” forum. Berlin and Paris do not
distinguish between the aggressor Russia
and the aggressed Ukraine in the ongoing
war. They even equivocate on whether
Russia is a party to the conflict. This official
equidistance has made it possible for Berlin
and Paris to tilt de facto in Russia’s favor in
the quadripartite negotiations. But the tilt
does not suffice to meet Russia’s appetites,
the Franco-German mediation has consequently failed, and Kyiv has lost confidence
in the Normandy process.
At his recent press conference on the
second anniversary of his presidency,
Volodymyr Zelenskyy argued that
Chancellor Angela Merkel and President
Emmanuel Macron “ought to support
Ukraine more strongly… Their position has
become weaker vis-à-vis Russia of late.” Mr.
Zelenskyy attributed that weakening to the
general economic situation and pressure
from business interests on Berlin and Paris
to ease the sanctions on Russia. (President.
gov.ua, May 20).
In a German press interview yesterday
on May 31, Mr. Zelenskyy complained that
Berlin and Paris are sticking to a “diplomacy of caution […] afraid to acknowledge
that Russia is a party to this conflict.” Mr.
Zelenskyy called yet again for enlarging the
Normandy forum by adding countries
more apt to meet Ukraine’s concerns.
Unprecedentedly, he asked Germany to sell
defensive military equipment, including
lethal, to Ukraine. And he called for the first
time on Germany and France to exert
“strong pressure on Russia in the
Normandy format” in order to end the war
on the basis of a German-French-Ukrainian
plan (Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, May
31; Ukrinform, June 1).
Such complaints and pleas may be
deemed unrealistic and futile. They may
also serve as alibis for Mr. Zelenskyy’s own
quest to negotiate bilaterally with Mr. Putin
(see EDM, April 22, 28, 29, May 3). But one
way or the other, appeals of this sort do
speak for Ukraine, testifying to its loss of
confidence in the Normandy process.
Ukraine must focus on alternatives to the
ever-elusive NATO MAP and the failed
Normandy process. The United States,
United Kingdom and Canada have been acting as an informal group providing invaluable assistance to Ukraine’s armed forces.
This effort has grown in the last few years
without requiring NATO’s collective political
approval. Ukraine can, thus, seek the continuing expansion of military assistance
from this informal coalition of the willing.
Ukraine also needs U.S. political engagement for conflict-settlement in Ukraine’s
east in line with Ukraine’s interests, therefore to discard the Minsk and Normandy
processes. The Biden administration, meanwhile, has unpredictably swerved to another “reset” of relations with Russia (see Part
One in EDM, May 27). Pursuing this reset
while still practicing de facto containment
will be a test on this administration.
The article above is reprinted from
Eurasia Daily Monitor with permission from
its publisher, the Jamestown Foundation,
www.jamestown.org.
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NEWSBRIEFS
(Continued from page 2)
missed as illegal by at least 100 countries.
Moscow also backs separatists in a war
against government forces that has killed
some 13,200 people in eastern Ukraine
since April 2014. Moscow’s takeover of
Crimea was fiercely opposed by many
Crimean Tatars, who are a sizable minority
in the region. Rights groups and Western
governments have denounced what they
describe as a campaign of repression by the
Moscow-imposed authorities in Crimea
who are targeting members of the Turkicspeaking Crimean Tatar community and
others who have spoken out against the
annexation. (RFE/RL’s Crimea.Realities)
Diplomat dies suddenly in Thailand

The Foreign Affairs Ministry in Kyiv has
confirmed that a Ukrainian diplomat has
died suddenly while on holiday with his
family at a resort island off Thailand’s
southern coast. Authorities in Kyiv did not
immediately announce the cause of death
for Andriy Beshta, 45, who had served as
Ukraine’s ambassador to Thailand from
November 2015 until he was relieved of
the post in April. Police in Thailand quoted
Mr. Beshta’s teenage son, Ostap Beshta, as
saying that his father had been feeling fine
before he went to sleep on May 29 at about
11 p.m. local time in their shared hotel
room on the island of Koh Lipe. Police said
the diplomat’s son told investigators that
his father woke up vomiting at about 4:30
a.m. and then fell unconscious. “Prelimi
nary investigations showed no signs of him
being attacked, no signs of a raid, or violence,” a statement attributed to National
Police deputy spokesman Kissana
Phathanacharoen said. Thai authorities
were questioning other witnesses in the
case. Ekkarat Leesen, the governor of
Thailand’s southern Satun Province, said
Mr. Beshta’s body was taken to a police hospital for an autopsy. Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy tweeted on May 30
that Mr. Beshta “was a friendly man and a
highly professional diplomat.” Mr. Zelens
kyy also said he had spoken by telephone

In letter to Blinken...
(Continued from page 3)
engagement with Germany to address the
risk a completed Nord Stream 2 pipeline
would pose to Ukraine and European energy security.” Congress has yet to be consulted on the administration’s discussions with
Berlin on this score, inhibiting our
Constitutional oversight responsibilities.
Moreover, we remain highly skeptical that
the long-term consequences of a completed
pipeline could ever be sufficiently mitigated
given the simple truth that Ukraine will be
rendered significantly more vulnerable to
Russian aggression if Moscow no longer
needs Kyiv as a transit country for its natural gas exports to Western Europe. The
recent Russian military escalation in and on
the border of Ukraine served as a potent
reminder of this reality. The outcry from
Kyiv and Warsaw following the U.S.
announcement of the waivers made clear
too that key Central and Eastern European
allies share our concerns. It remains our
belief that even if Germany, the EU and the
United States all agree to various measures
to attempt to mitigate the serious consequences of the pipeline’s completion, unless
the Kremlin fundamentally changes its
behavior, including by ending its illegal
occupation of Crimea and war with Ukraine,
it would be nothing short of naïve to believe
such measures could actually be effective.
Finally, while we also appreciate your

to Mr. Beshta’s four surviving family members in Thailand – who, according to the
Ukrainian Embassy’s website, include his
wife, a daughter and two sons. Since 2017,
Mr. Beshta had also served part-time as
Ukraine’s ambassador to Laos and Myan
mar, the Ukrainian Foreign Affairs Ministry
said. (RFE/RL’s Ukrainian Service, with
reporting by AP and AFP)
Court frees former far-right leader

A Ukrainian court on May 31 commuted
the prison sentence of a controversial former leader of a far-right paramilitary group
and set him free on probation. Serhiy
Sternenko, who once led the Right Sector
group in the city of Odesa, was found guilty
in February of kidnapping, robbery and the
possession of an illegal weapon in the case
of the abduction of a local lawmaker in
2015. At the time, the court ruled that due
to the statute of limitations, Mr. Sternenko
could not be sentenced for the kidnapping.
It did, however, sentence him to seven
years and three months in prison on the
other two charges. After he was sentenced,
hundreds of Mr. Sternenko’s supporters
violently protested in front of President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s office in Kyiv,
demanding he be freed. In the May 31 decision, an Odesa appeals court acquitted Mr.
Sternenko of robbery and sentenced him to
three years in prison for possession of an
illegal weapon. But the prison time was
dropped in favor of a one-year suspended
sentence. The court upheld the kidnapping
verdict. Mr. Sternenko and his supporters
say his legal troubles are politically motivated because he is a critic of top Ukrainian
officials, particularly in Odesa. Mr.
Sternenko is also a suspect in another highprofile case that has been challenged by his
supporters for years. He is accused of premeditated murder and possession of an
illegal bladed weapon in the killing of a
man almost three years ago. Mr. Sternenko
claims he acted in self-defense while being
attacked by two men late in the evening in
May 2018. (RFE/RL’s Ukrainian Service)
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to continue reforms to solidify its democracy and expressed solidarity with the country in the face of Russian “aggression.”
“Ensuring Ukraine continues key reforms
to strengthen its democracy is critical to
our enduring partnership & to counter
Russian aggression,” Sen. Jeanne Shaheen
(D-N.H.), who is heading the U.S. delegation,
tweeted from the Ukrainian capital on June
2. “Appreciated meeting w/government
reps & civil society members on their work
to root out corruption & build a better
tomorrow for Ukraine,” she added. The visiting delegation includes Ms. Shaheen and
two other members of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee – Rob Portman
(R-Ohio) and Chris Murphy (D-Conn.). “We
talked about the importance of increasing
our ties, providing even more effective military assistance, so Ukraine can defend
itself,” Mr. Portman told reporters after the
talks. The United States has provided nearly $5 billion in financial, humanitarian and
military aid to Kyiv since 2014, when
Russia forcibly annexed Ukraine’s Crimean
Peninsula and backed separatists in two of
its eastern provinces, sparking a war that
has killed more than 13,200. The senators
“reaffirmed bipartisan U.S. support for
Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity,” according to the U.S. Embassy in Kyiv.
Ukrainian Foreign Affairs Minister Dmytro

Kuleba said that long-term bipartisan support for Ukraine in the U.S. Congress is
“vital to our strategic partnership at a time
when our state continues to resist Russian
aggression and implement reforms.” The
three senators traveled to Ukraine from
Lithuania, where they met with exiled
Belarusian opposition leader Svyatlana
Tsikhanouskaya. They called for harsher
economic sanctions against the regime of
Belarus’s authoritarian ruler Alyaksandr
Lukashenka and for the release of political
prisoners. The delegation is set to travel to
the Georgian capital of Tbilisi after it leaves
Kyiv. Ahead of the bipartisan trip, Ms.
Shaheen said it would send “a clear message that the United States is committed to
rebuilding our transatlantic relations and
reasserting U.S. global leadership to promote democratic values.” “We support
Ukraine and Georgia in their desire to
achieve their Euro-Atlantic ambitions, and
the U.S. is eager to play a supporting role to
make NATO and EU membership a reality.”
Ukraine and Georgia are seeking closer ties
with the West, including membership in
NATO that Moscow adamantly opposes.
Russia maintains troops in two breakaway
regions that comprise about 20 percent of
Georgian territory, in what Tbilisi considers
an occupation. (RFE/RL’s Ukrainian
Service, with reporting by AP)

It is with profound sadness that we announcethe passing into eternity
on Sunday, March 28, 2021 in Edmonton
in his 85th year of

the late
Professor

Dr. Bohdan Medwidsky
(14.09.1936 - 28.03.2021)

Senators pledge support amid ‘Russian aggression’

Academic organizer and activist in both Canadian and Ukrainian communities.
A long-time professor of Slavic and Folklore Studies and
the founder and benefactor of the Kule Folklore Center and
The Bohdan Medwidsky Ukrainian Folklore Archives
at the University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada.

A U.S. bipartisan Congressional delegation visiting Kyiv has encouraged Ukraine

Funeral Services were held
in Edmonton, March 31, 2021, at St. George Ukrainian Catholic Parish
in Toronto, April 3, 2021, at St. Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Church
Interred in Prospect Cemetery, Toronto

decision to designate numerous additional
Russian vessels and entities, failing to sanction the pipeline project’s insurer and its
certifier further exposes the administration’s unserious approach to imposing the
mandatory sanctions Congress authorized
to stop the pipeline once and for all. The
expanded authorities in PEESCA, which
have strong bipartisan support, included by
design mandatory sanctions on insurance
and certification companies involved in the
pipeline. The Danish Energy Agency’s construction permit requires an active insurer.
Also, that permit and relevant national regulatory authorities require an independent
third-party verifier to green light the pipeline’s operation. The administration will
need to explain to Congress why it continues to delay the imposition of these critical
mandatory sanctions despite the pipeline
being over 95 percent complete.
If, as you asserted during your confirmation hearing, you are serious about doing
everything possible to stop the completion
of Nord Stream 2, then we urge you to do
just that. We request that you immediately
remove these ill-conceived U.S. national
interest waivers and use the mandatory
authorities Congress passed to target the
insurance and certification companies participating in the project. Your tough and
unambiguous public statements need to be
matched by tough and unambiguous
action. The longer you wait, the more you
will strengthen [Mr.] Putin’s malign influence throughout Europe.

He leaves behind in deep sorrow
brother - Dr. Wolodymyr Medwidsky with spouse Switlana
family
- Yaroslaw with spouse Maritza and daughter Alexandra
- Tanya with spouse Jamie Paris and sons Marco, Matthew
and Alexander
- Tamara
- Yurij with spouse Chrystia and daughters Tayissa and Vera
- Marichka Duncan with spouse Dr. Steven and children Andriy
and Natalka
close family, friends and colleagues in Canada, USA, Europe,
Ukraine and other countries of the world.
MAY HIS MEMORY BE ETERNAL!
Sincere thank you to
Pastor Rev. D. Kuc in Edmonton for administration of the Holy Eucharist
and Last Rites as well as visits to the hospital and officiating during funeral
services; Ukrainian Catholic Brotherhood of Canada-St. George Br.; Cantors
and Plast members for their melodious singing; Pastor Rt. Rev. Dr. R.
Lobay in Toronto, for his spiritual guidance and moral support to the family
and officiating at the funeral services; Cantors I. Maheha and R. Lekhman
for their prayerful singing during the funeral services and interment; Z.
Pokryshchak for videography of the funeral services; M. Chernyavska and
Dr. A. Nahachewsky and a cohort of persons associated with the Folklore
Centre for their immense administrative help in the funeral arrangements;
our dear family, friends, colleagues and community virtual participants for
your moral support, flowers, prayers and masses and for your generous
donations to the charities and institutions that Bohdan held most dear.
With deepest gratitude,
Wolodymyr and family
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As need escalates, Charitable Fund of St. John’s Church helps impoverished in Ukraine
by Ksenia Hapij
NEWARK, N.J. – The Charitable Fund of St.
John’s Church in Newark, N.J., is entering its
12th year, and it can safely be said that this
has been a learning experience for everyone
involved in the projects for the fund, be it
here in the United States or in Ukraine.
Organizers for the fund have learned
that Ukraine is struggling with more poverty than ever imagined. No matter how
much the fund manages to help, it is never
enough. Organizers have also learned that
there are wonderful, dedicated people in
Ukraine who sacrifice time and effort to
help others. The impoverished in Ukraine,
on the other hand, are forever amazed not
only by the concern shown by Ukrainian
Americans for people whom they have
never met, but also by their generosity.
What inspires fund volunteers the most
in their never-ending work are the letters
received from co-volunteers in Ukraine.
They share the reality that surrounds them,
much of which is heart-wrenching.
In a letter, Fr. Roman wrote that, “Here in
Kyiv, COVID-19 is raging full force. The
death toll is on the rise and hospitals don’t
have enough beds for those who are deathly ill. Most of the oblasts are in lockdown.
People are losing their jobs and there are
many who are impoverished. We had many
poor before and now it’s worse than ever.
We continue to feed people in the street
and we visit the poor in their homes but
every day there are more and more people
who come asking for help. People are truly
barely surviving.”
With the help of nuns who have contacts
with people in the occupied territories of
Ukraine, the fund has managed to provide
assistance to people who otherwise would
not be able to receive help. The Sisters say

Bipartisan...
(Continued from page 1)
down on corruption, reduce the influence
of oligarchs and reinforce Washington’s
assistance with containing Russian aggression.
“Ensuring Ukraine continues key
reforms to strengthen its democracy is critical to our enduring partnership and to
counter Russian aggression,” Ms. Shaheen
said. “[I] appreciated meeting with government representatives and civil society
members on their work to root out corruption and build a better tomorrow for
Ukraine.”
In a separate joint statement, the three
senators said: “The purpose of this delegation’s mission is to show U.S. solidarity with
Ukraine against Russian aggression and its
right to sovereignty and territorial integrity,
as well as encourage progress on democratic reforms.”
Regarding the underwater Russian pipeline project that will link with Germany
later this year, Ms. Shaheen said: “We continue to look for ways to counter the completion of Nord Stream 2 and the launch of
the pipeline. There will be several other factors that will affect the completion.”
U.S. President Joe Biden last month
signed off on sanction waivers on the
Russian-controlled company that is managing the pipeline’s construction, which is
already 95 percent complete.
On May 25, Rep. James Risch (R-Idaho)
and Sen. Michael McCaul (R-Texas) wrote
an open letter to Secretary of State Antony
Blinken expressing disagreement with the
Biden administration “that it is in the
national interests of the United States to

Halyna Tokar

Rev. Roman Syrotych

Rev. Roman Syrotych

Families in Ukraine have received assistance from the Charitable Fund of St. John’s Church in Newark, N.J
that it is impossible to maintain contact
through standard channels of communication. Someone has to travel outside the
occupied zone and try to contact fund
workers from there.
In another letter, Sister Maria wrote that
the situation in certain areas is dire.
“Occupied Donetsk is in total anarchy,”
Sister Maria wrote. “Every day brings fear
and risk of death. The infrastructure has
been completely destroyed. There are no
jobs. And if people do manage to find a job,
they get paid so little that this is not enough
on which to survive. The senior citizens
tend to suffer the most. They are so poor
that they buy broken eggs, rotten apples
and other second-rate products because
this is all that they can afford. It is difficult
to imagine that something like this is possible in the 21st century. But this is the reali-

ty of certain parts of Ukraine. When people
receive the bags of food which we buy for
the money that you send, many of them are
brought to tears, since they do not expect
outside help, especially in the form of
unspoiled food. As we see it, almost everyone in this part of Ukraine is needy.”
The letters from the Mykolayiv region in
southern Ukraine are a little less dramatic,
but are nonetheless very sad. People are
hungry, and approach churches looking for
food. Fr. Ihor in the city of Yuzhnoukrainsk
started a soup kitchen that serves food
every Sunday afternoon.
“The poverty that I see on a daily basis
leaves my emotions raw. In this year of the
pandemic, the number of people who have
lost their health or lost their jobs has multiplied, yet the cost of gas, water and electricity has doubled. The future of those who

are poor seems very bleak indeed,” Fr. Ihor
said.
While larger cities often have programs
that reach out to the poor, those who live in
villages are often forgotten. There are a
number of people who sacrifice their time
and effort to help those who are most
needy, and with their help, the fund has
been able to make a difference in various
corners of Ukraine.
Readers are encouraged to join the
effort. Help the fund help those who are
desperately in need of kindness! Taxdeductible donations can be made out to St.
Johns Ukrainian Catholic Church and
mailed to 719 Sanford Avenue, Newark, NJ
07106, specifying that a donation is marked
for the Charitable Fund. Readers who have
questions may contact Ksenia Hapij at
stjohnscharitablefund@gmail.com.

issue this waiver, as it will further enable
Russian leverage over European allies’
energy supply.”
Once completed, the pipeline will eliminate Ukraine as a strategic natural-gas supplier to Europe and further expose Kyiv to
ongoing Russian military threats.
Under a five-year deal with Ukraine,
Russian state-owned Gazprom has agreed
to ship 40 billion cubic meters a year of natural gas via Ukraine in 2021-2024 with a
ship-or-pay clause.
In his meeting with the lawmakers on
Bankova Street, President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy said that the project “will disconnect Ukraine from gas supplies, which
means disconnecting us from at least $3
billion a year [of transit fees]. … We will
have nothing to pay for the Ukrainian
army.”
In a tweet after landing in Ukraine’s capital, Ms. Shaheen also voiced support for
Kyiv’s goal to join the European Union and
NATO.
Kyiv has decried not being invited to the
June 14 NATO summit in Brussels and for
the lack of progress in its “open door” policy for membership.
“We understand the desire of the allies
to hold a closed summit ... but we do not
understand how it is possible not to invite
Ukraine,” Ukrainian Foreign Affairs
Minister Dmytro Kuleba said on May 26 as
reported by Reuters, adding that the summit comes amid escalating tension on the
Ukrainian-Russian border.
The same topics of reforms, corruption
and Russian aggression were covered in
separate meetings with Mr. Kuleba and
Prime Minister Denys Shmyhal, the joint
statement by the senators said.
“As Ukraine continues to counter

Russian aggression and implement significant reforms, the long-standing bipartisan
and bicameral support in the U.S. Congress
is vital to our strategic partnership,” Mr.
Kuleba said.
He took them on a brief walking tour in
Kyiv where they visited a memorial wall
dedicated to Ukrainian soldiers killed in the
Donbas war that Russia has waged since
2014 in the two easternmost regions of
Luhansk and Donetsk.
Twenty-three Ukrainian military personnel have been killed and 12 wounded from
sniper fire since July 27 when the latest
ceasefire took effect, though it never took
hold.
In May, six Ukrainian soldiers were killed
and officials say about 14,000 have been
killed since the start of the war, although
the United Nations says the figure is more
than 13,000.
Since 2014, the U.S. has provided Ukraine
with more than $4.6 billion in total assistance, including for security. That defense
assistance includes U.S.-made Javelin antitank missiles, armored Humvees, inflatable
boats, radios, counterbattery artillery systems and Island-class patrol boats.
Ukraine expects to have three more vessels of the same class by the end of this year
and already has two. Two of the vessels
being built in the Chesapeake Bay already
have names: Sumy and Fastiv.
On graft, Ukraine on June 1 passed a
revamped law on corruption whistleblowers that Mr. Zelenskyy had vetoed in
February.
According to the new version, conditions
for reporting information about corruption
“provides that state bodies, local authorities, legal entities of public law are obliged
to ensure the functioning of internal chan-

nels for reporting possible facts of corruption or corruption-related offenses,”
Interfax reported.
G ra f t wa t c h d o g Tra n s p a re n c y
International Ukraine said it “supported”
the president’s version of the new bill.
“MPs [members of parliament] have
streamlined some issues on protecting
whistleblowers...One of the defining changes will be the creation of a Unified Portal
for whistleblowers’ notices which TI
Ukraine also considered necessary,” the
non-profit said.
A day after the senators departed, the
Verkhovna Rada published the president’s
much touted proposed bill on reducing the
influence of oligarchs.
It envisions the creation of a database of
individuals who meet three of four criteria
who will be subject to certain requirements.
Its main goal is to curb the reach of the
ultra-rich caste in the economic, political
and media sectors of Ukrainian society.
The National Security and Defense
Council would designate who is an “oligarch” if they have significant influence
over the media, participate directly in politics or through financing of a political party
or politicians, have ultimate ownership of a
monopoly and have assets that exceed 2.3
billion hryvnias ($83 million).
As such, they will be prohibited from
making political contributions, take part in
large-scale privatization of state assets and
will be required to file asset declarations.
Likewise, designated individuals will
have to report any interaction with a public
official.
In its raw form, the bill’s constitutionality is currently being debated among analytical centers and lawmakers.
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BOOK REVIEW: Pitun’s Last Stand – An Entertainment about the Fall of Russia
by Anna Procyk
“Pitun’s Last Stand: An Entertainment
about the Fall of Russia,” by Alexander
Motyl. Published independently, 2021. 189
pp. ISBN 979-87178-26198. Paperback, $10.
In times of domestic troubles, imperial
Russia and its successor state have been
prone to provoke “little victorious wars,”
which often ended with disastrous consequences both for the leader and the state. It
is this type of misadventure that provides
the opening act for Alexander Motyl’s 11th
quick-paced, engrossing and highly entertaining novel, “Pitun’s Last Stand.”
In this instance, the target of invasion
chosen by Russia’s swashbuckling, macho
President Vladimir Pitun is the country’s
diminutive, western neighbor Estonia. But
as has been the case in the past, instead of
the anticipated quick victory, the invasion
triggers a series of uprisings throughout
the multinational Federal Republic as well
as retaliatory action by Russia’s immediate
neighbors. Within a few pages of the first
chapter, the sprawling federation is falling
apart while chaos rages in Moscow. To
those who see the destruction of revered
monuments, indiscriminate looting and
wanton carnage in the capital as the end of
Russia, suicide or flight abroad seem to be
the only options. For, as one of the few
Russian patriots portrayed in the story
gloomily observes, “Who believes in Pitun
and the Russia he created? Only idiots and
criminals. Who will die for such a monstrosity?”
Sensing that his ill-chosen adventure
may bring the end to his rule, the distraught Pitun reaches out for what appears
to be the last straw: support from well-todo patriotic Russians residing abroad. A
hastily prepared rescue mission with this
objective takes the Russian dictator and a
number of his cronies to Nice, a favorite
vacationing spot of wealthy Russians since
the time of the tsars. Thus, the dark scenes
of destruction and carnage, depicted with
graphic, masterly strokes in the first chapter, give way to a tranquil atmosphere of a
sunny Mediterranean port on the French
Riviera. In fact, most of the action that follows takes place either in the salubrious
atmosphere of Nice or on a luxurious,
Orient-like express carrying Pitun and his
coterie of Russian and foreign supporters
back home to St. Petersburg.
What makes the story especially appealing is that, the book’s title notwithstanding,
the main character of the novel is not the
vapid, fish-eyed figure of Vladimir Pitun,
but a bright, Yale-educated American jour-

Pondering...
(Continued from page 7)
factories and farms; and veterans of the
First Ukrainian Front armies that liberated
Berlin before escaping to the west. I could
still probably recite their various tales of
woe decades later.
And once more, as a nightmarish counterpoint, I stepped back in time to hear
being told in school and in the wider world
that Ukraine was nothing but a German
question in both world wars (tell that to
German chancellors Gerhard Schroeder
and Angela Merkel); that the Holodomor
was not a genocide and may not have even
been man-made; that the Ukrainians
(apparently both west and east) welcomed
the Germans with bread and salt in 1941;
that the Ukrainians were, despite suffering
millions of casualties during the Nazi occupation, a serious auxiliary force in the Nazi

“Pitun’s Last Stand: An Entertainment
about the Fall of Russia,” by Alexander
Motyl.
nalist, Steven Smith, dispatched by his New
York-based newspaper to cover Russia’s
invasion of northern Estonia. Learning
upon his arrival that Pitun’s grand plan
miserably misfired, Steve promptly hastens
to Moscow to become the chronicler of
what his pessimistic Russian acquaintances
view as the end of the motherland.
Steve’s grueling adventure in revolutionary Russia calls for a well-deserved respite
and what could have been more appealing
to a well-traveled foreign correspondent
than the peaceful atmosphere of the
Riviera! His companion during this detour
from official duties is a savvy British fellow
journalist by the name of Pipa Tumbleth
waite, who could not resist the opportunity
to relax in scenic Nice in the company of an
intelligent American colleague.
Being true to their profession even during times of play and pleasure, it does not
take long for the journalistic duo to spot at
the roulette table in a plush hotel a heavily
disguised but, to Pippa’s alert eye, readily
recognizable figure of Vladimir Pitun. After
ascertaining that it was indeed the Russian
dictator, Steve forgets about his fatigue
caused by the harrowing Moscow experience, and proceeds to engineer an interview with the Russian leader, an endeavor
with Pippa’s assistance that proves inordinately successful.
The encounter with two well-known,
Western journalists – in the course of
which Steve suggests that Pitun follow
Lenin’s example by taking a train on his
return trip to Russia – sounded so pleasing
terror campaign (including the Holocaust);
and that the Ukrainians helped invent the
Cold War with their incessant Russophobia after World War II.
The recited exercise, for all of its replayed
heart-breaking memories, actually worked
wonders. It induced an emotional catharsis
to match the earlier intellectual breakthrough; I was rid of any sense of unease.
But that was not all. My personal catharsis
prompted me to put pen to paper (call it a
Memorial Day musing) – to encourage others to take serious note of Russia’s longstanding proclivity to play fast and loose
with reality, or more simply, the truth.
Having nearly completed the item you
are now reading, I found myself stumped
with regard to crafting a last sentence (or
two). My initial version was a jocular takeoff on a Dr. Suess device: “Can you say
Potemkin village?? I know you can, I know
you can!!!” I finally settled on “Welcome to
my world!!”

to the narcissistic Russian leader, that both
Steve and Pippa are invited to cover his triumphant return to St. Petersburg, an offer
which no journalist with ambition could
resist.
With French assistance, the preparations for the triumphant return journey are
executed at top speed so that within a day
or two, a group of passengers, mainly loyal
Russians and wealthy foreigners, are
boarding a deluxe express. Once the train
begins moving, Pitun and his entourage
recede into the background, and the focus
of the story once again centers on the journalistic duo and a colorful American couple, an oil tycoon from Texas by the name of
Bobby Lee and his good-natured, loquacious wife Ladybird, whom Steve and Pippa
befriend during the trip. The couple’s presence adds a light, but at times intriguing,
touch to the intricate plot of this fast-moving story. What role will this quartet of
English speakers play in the events that
lead to Pitun’s last stand will be revealed at
the end of the story.
Alexander Motyl is not only a prolific fiction writer, but a well-known scholar –
according to Academic Influence he is
ranked sixth among the “Top Ten Most
Influential Political Scientists Today.” The
scenes he paints and the diverse characters
he portrays in the story appear credible
and real because the author has a solid
background in Soviet studies acquired in
the course of many years in an ivy-league
academic setting.
Of course, Mr. Motyl is not the first specialist in his field who has given some
thought to the idea of Russia’s demise.
Sixty-five years ago, in a guest lecture at
Columbia University, one of the top specialists in Russian history, Richard Pipes, predicted that when the Soviet Union collaps-

es, it would disintegrate at its national
seams. This is exactly what happened 25
years later! In Mr. Motyl’s vision, once
again, the non-Russians play the central
role in the destruction of what has
remained of the once mighty and proud
imperial power.
Is a similar event likely to happen in
today’s Russia? Most specialists in our time
would be reluctant to estimate to what
degree years of corruption and misrule
have eroded the sense of national pride and
dignity among patriotic Russians. One
could wonder, however, whether individuals who are somewhat less pessimistic
among them than the characters we meet
in the novel might not be willing to rally
around a discredited but experienced and
clever leader like Pitun, or to answer a call
of a man on a white horse like the novel’s
enigmatic General Fedotov, who claims to
have the atomic weapons under his control.
The scenario at the end of the Russian civil
war exactly a century ago, when patriotic
White Russian officers were joining the
Bolsheviks “because they were reuniting
imperial Russia,” might once again repeat
itself.
Throughout the narrative whether in
Lithuania, Russia or on the French Riviera,
the novel provides adventure and light
entertainment for the general reader as
well as food for thought for the well
informed. It will be enjoyable to both.
“Pitun’s Last Stand” is available on
Amazon in both electronic and paperback
formats.
Anna Procyk is an author and professor
emerita in the Department of History,
Philosophy and Political Science at
Kingsborough Community College of the City
University of New York.

The Duranty Pulitzer Revocation Subcommittee
of the U.S. Holodomor Committee
is looking for a talented filmmaker/editor to help us produce a 90 second
viral video for YouTube to be shared across all social media platforms.
Some previous experience in editing and social media/marketing is
preferred. We have set aside a small budget for the video (for archival
rights/music) as well as a small stipend for the creator. We are hoping
to find someone who is creative and also passionate about this very
important cause!
Please contact Maria Kvit-Flynn,
member of the Duranty Pulitzer
Revocation Subcommittee, at
mariaflynnohio@aol.com,
or call her directly at
(540) 553-1558.

Battle for Survival
by Vasil Shershen

Soft cover, approx 193 pgs, comes in green and red.

A company of a Fusilier Battalion of the
Ukrainian Division conducts a grueling
rearguard action out of the Brody encirclement.
Costs - $20.00, including shipping and handling.
Can be ordered at:
United Ukrainian American Relief Committee
1206 Cottman Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19111
Phone # 215-728-1630
Please make checks payable to the UUARC.

All the proceeds go to the needy families of veterans of ATO.
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Brady Tkachuk has arrived in Ottawa
Heading into the 2018 NHL Entry Draft,
Brady Tkachuk was ranked No. 3 on most
prospect lists, an agitator who would make
older brother Matthew look like a saint, a
remarkable statement given the degrees of
mayhem Matthew is capable of starting and
finishing.
One time when they were young lads,
the Tkachuk brothers were fighting and
their grandmother was forced to call exNHLer Phil McRae in to break them up.
Matthew’s idea of toughening up his little
brother was to play mini-sticks with him
and actually put him through a wall in their
basement. Get-togethers with cousins usually involved boxing gloves. Matthew, who
has had his share of entanglements over
several years, admits Brady is the bigger,
stronger and meaner brother.
Rowdiness aside, Brady Tkachuk is
blessed with a high skill level. He’s a
responsible player who plays all 200 feet
of the ice and can make plays. He was
Team U.S.A.’s best player at the 2018
World Junior Championship, better than
Trent Frederic, Casey Mittelstadt and fellow Ukrainian Kieffer Bellows, at only 18
years of age. He impressed with three
goals and nine points, playing in every
critical situation, whether killing penalties,
protecting a lead, scoring a big goal or
being physical.
Picking fourth overall in 2018, the
Ottawa Senators could not pass on a youngster with potential to be an elite point producer, a prototype power forward, an allsituations player and one who makes opponents feel a bit uneasy about playing
against him. He was a potential multidimensional star general managers dream
about finding – someone difficult to play
against in more than one way.
He is a young man not lacking confidence, yet exuding no cockiness, just a solid
hockey pedigree boasting the Fitzgerald
and Hayes boys among first cousins. He

learned the sport from father and mentor
Keith, one of the toughest players of his
generation, and got toughened up by older
brother Matthew, in the process of developing his own intriguing reputation in the
NHL. Brady is a young man with all of the
elements present for potential future stardom.

Ukraine-Belarus...

Strongman Alyaksandr Lukashenka,
who has ruled Belarus for 27 years,
claimed victory. He subsequently brutally
cracked down on protests and the main
opposition leader. Front-running presidential candidate Sviatlana Cichanouskaja fled
to Lithuania.
Telegram channel NEXTA, co-founded
by Raman Pratasevich – the journalist
detained on May 23 aboard an AthensVilnius Ryanair flight – documented many
of the anti-government protests that still
continue and the gross human rights violations by Mr. Lukashenka’s autocratic
regime.
Ms. Cichanouskaja, meanwhile, has
called for additional sanctions after the
Belarusian dictator ordered a MiG-29 fighter jet to divert the plane in which the exiled
journalist was seated when the commercial
jetliner was in Belarusian airspace and
under the false pretense that a bomb was
on board.
She called for the exclusion of Belarus
from the International Civil Aviation
Organization and suspension of membership in Interpol, an international police
organization.
In Kyiv, National Security and Defense
Council secretary Oleksiy Danilov said the
plane’s shocking diversion “had the telltale
signs of a Russian special operation.”
Ryanair’s chief executive called it “statesponsored hijacking.”
Moscow has denied involvement and

(Continued from page 1)
year, Ukraine’s Economy Ministry told
state-run news agency Ukrinform.
This month, Ukraine expects to receive
80 percent less of premium unleaded gasoline shipments from Belarus, the A-95 consultancy reported on Facebook. Ukraine
receives about 70 percent of automotive
fuel from Russia and Belarus. Citing A-95,
UNIAN reported that the reductions are
not related to politics and reflect Belarus’s
domestic needs because Russia’s Rosneft
and Surgutneftegaz stopped supplying oil
to Belarus’s second largest refinery due to
U.S. sanctions affecting the facility. Belarus’s
largest refinery, Mazyr, is undergoing
planned maintenance through the end of
the month, gas traders have told Reuters.
Minsk promised to lift the trade restrictions if Ukraine would reverse the flight
ban and lift its own trade restrictions,
Belarusian First Deputy Foreign Affairs
Minister Alexander Guryanov told Radio
Free Europe/Radio Liberty.
It was in partial reference to sanctions
Kyiv imposed in November in correspondence with certain EU restrictive measures
following the flawed August 2020 presidential election in Belarus. Ukraine, the U.S.
and the EU did not recognize the outcome
of that election, citing numerous violations,
including fraud.

A team guy

Both Tkachuk boys share many characteristics with their 500-goal scoring father.
Whereas Matthew is more of an agitator,
the 6-foot-3, 200-pound Brady projects to
be the thicker, meaner, more punishing
brother. Case in point was in his rookie season, shortly after his 19th birthday, he took
exception to a hard hit on then-teammate
Mark Stone by Detroit’s Justin Abdelkader,
immediately dropped the gloves and scored
a violent takedown to end the fight.
Intimidating on the ice, he’s the opposite
off the ice, quiet and somewhat bashful, but
with an occasional devilish sense of humor.
Following his first bout, he told the media
he was defending his landlord since he was
living in then-teammate Stone’s house and
the fight was him paying rent. He jokingly
referred to Mikkel Boedker as another
father figure in his life. The younger
Tkachuk possesses the casual poise of
someone who grew up in NHL locker
rooms, yet never comes across as arrogant.
Senators players agree that what Tkachuk
brings to the team is not swagger, but an
understanding of how to interact with the
club’s old-school veterans because of his
bloodlines.
Young Brady was quick to earn the
respect of his mates because of lessons
learned from his dad and Matthew. Dad’s
advice from a young age was always compete and be a good teammate. His older
brother would say focus on each day, try to
improve every day and do as much as you
can on and off the ice – simple things one

NHL.com

Brady Tkachuk skates with the Ottawa Senators in 2019
can control and apply moving forward.
Hitting a dry spell means time for some
hard work, turning a down-on-yourself
temporary lull into a positive by outworking everyone in practice and studying tons
of video.

Twenty-plus goals each year

His 2018-2019 rookie campaign saw
Brady Tkachuk tally 22 goals and 23 assists
for 45 points in 71 NHL games. In the
incomplete 2019-2020 season, his sophomore year numbers had him with 21 goals
and 23 assists for 44 points in 67 games. His
penalty minutes increased from 75 to 104, a
testament to his assuming more of a physical role on the ice, often times setting the
tone, sometimes defending a teammate and
answering a call to arms. He ranked second
in the entire league in hits with 303, behind
only Vegas tough guy Ryan Reaves (316).
The twenty-two goals he scored in his rookie year were second-best among first-year
players, behind Calder Trophy winner Elias
Pettersson of Vancouver. Brady’s 15 goals in
his first 48 games in 2019-2020 earned him
a spot on the Atlantic Division team at the
2020 NHL All-Star Game. His ice time per
game increased from 16:01 in his first year
to 18:56 in his second year.
said Mr. Lukashenka had done nothing
wrong.
Belarus has few bridges left in Europe
and Russia is its richest and closest ally.
Both have a union treaty in force since
1999 and Moscow co-owns the country’s
strategic natural-gas pipeline. The two
countries jointly monitor Belarus’s borders
and the two military allies have integrated
air defense systems.
Their friendship has put Kyiv on the
alert given that Mr. Lukashenka has yet to
recognize Russia’s forcible seizure of
Ukraine’s Crimean Peninsula in 2014. He
even visited Ukraine’s Zhytomyr region to
meet with President Volodymyr Zelenskyy
soon after he was inaugurated in 2019.
Last week, Fiona Hill, a former presidential adviser on European and Russian
affairs in Washington, said in a podcast of
the Austrian think-tank IWM that “[Mr.]
Lukashenka sold his sovereignty down the
river” to Russia.
According to the EU observer, British
Foreign Affairs Secretary Dominic Raab
said it is “very difficult to believe that this
kind of action [the Ryanair hijack] could
have been taken without at least the acquiescence of the authorities in Moscow.”
With Belarus untenable as a neutral or
reliable partner for Kyiv, former Ukrainian
President Leonid Kravchuk said that Kyiv
wishes to move peace talks with Russia
away from the traditional venue of Minsk.
He heads Ukraine’s delegation to the

He may not have a lot of help around
him yet as Ottawa trudges through a
rebuild, but it may not matter. He has begun
to display the ability to dominate games by
himself. He shows up on the scoresheet,
makes his presence known with aggressive
body checks and leads by example. His
peripherals suggest a player bubbling
toward star status. This is no secret to the
rest of the league as he’s constantly facing
opposing teams’ best defenders on a regular basis, including top defensemen like
Zdeno Chara, Morgan Rielly, Jacob Trouba
and Alex Pietrangelo. Other teams already
view the younger Tkachuk as the Senators’
top offensive threat.
Hockey experts will have a close eye on
Tkachuk for quite some time. He’s not posting award-worthy numbers yet, since he
lacks the help to set him up. He’s still managing to get himself into scoring position in
spite of his team’s limitations. Teams are
having difficulty containing him, and he’s
only going to get better. It has been barely
two seasons, but Brady Tkachuk has
arrived. Going forward, one lingering question is which Tkachuk son is better,
Matthew or Brady?
(Continued on page 15)

Trilateral Contact Group, “which brings
together representatives from Russia,
Ukraine and the Organization for Security
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) as part
of efforts to find a diplomatic solution to
the conflict in eastern Ukraine,” the
Washington-based Atlantic Council wrote.
Kyiv grew wearier after Mr. Lukashenka
announced over the past week that he is
considering initiating direct flights from
Minsk to the Crimean capital of Simferopol
and hinted he might recognize the self-proclaimed Moscow proxy republics in the
occupied parts of easternmost Luhansk
and Donetsk oblasts.
There is also concern that Russia could
permanently station troops in Belarus.
Ukraine shares 1,239 kilometers of common border with Russia.
Russia already has about 100,000
troops deployed near Ukraine’s border, as
well as hardware that was left behind during a previous massing of troops near
Ukraine. Large-scale military exercises
called Zapad are scheduled for September
along Russia’s western border.
In addition, Russian Defense Minister
Sergei Shoigu announced on May 31 that
20 new military units will form in the
country’s west this year “to counter what it
claims is a growing threat from NATO,”
Stripes magazine reported.
He added that the military units in
Western Russia have commissioned about
2,000 new pieces of weaponry this year.
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June 12
Toronto

Beading workshop, “Ukrainian Netted Cuff Workshop,”
with instruction by Maria Rypan, Ukrainian Museum of
Canada – Ontario Branch, 416-923-9861 or
museum@umcontario.com

June 13
Online

40th anniversary celebration, Ukrainian Educational and
Cultural Center, www.ueccphila.org

June 13
Online

Online commencement greetings from Metropolitan
Antony and Archbishop Daniel, Vladykadaniel@aol.com
or uocyouth@aol.com

June 16
Online
June 16-17
Online
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June 18-20
Kerhonkson, NY

Health and Wellness Retreat, celebrating the dance of
the summer solstice, Soyuzivka Heritage Center,
845-626-5641 or www.soyuzivka.com

July 10
Round Lake, IL

Mystical Kupala Night Fundraising Benefit, dinner and
bonfire program, Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization
camp at Round Lake, 312-421-8020

July 12-16, 19-23
Whippany, NJ

Ukrainian Dance Intensive, instruction by Andrij Cybyk
of the Iskra Ukrainian Dance Ensemble and Academy,
Ukrainian American Cultural Center of New Jersey,
www.iskradance.weebly.com

Annual general meeting, Ukrainian Canadian Professional
and Business Association of Ottawa, held via Zoom,
http://bit.ly/UCPBAagm2021

July 24
Online

74th annual Convention of the Ukrainian Orthodox
League, St. Vladimir Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral,
www.uolofusa.org

Ninth Conference, “U.S.-Ukraine Working Group Summit:
Providing Ukraine with an Annual Report Card,” Center
for U.S.-Ukrainian Relations, Ukrainian Congress
Committee of America, Ukrainian National Information
Service, American Foreign Policy Council, www.unis.com

July 25 through
August 7
Emlenton, PA

Kobzarska Sich bandura and choral camp, All Saints
Camp, www.banduracamp.org

July 30
Online

Online book presentation of “Grey Bees” by Andriy
Kurkov, Temerty Contemporary Ukraine Program,
Harvard University, https://huri.harvard.edu

June 17
Online

Online discussion with Riley Kucheran and Liana
Satenstein, “Innovation and Resurgence: Contemporary
Ukrainian Indigenous Fashion Design,” Ukrainian Museum
of Canada – Ontario Branch, 416-923-9861 or
museum@umcontario.com

June 17
Whippany, NJ

Cigar Night, Hoverlia Social Club, Ukrainian American
Cultural Center of New Jersey,
hoverliasocialclub@gmail.com

June 18
Chicago

Film screening and discussion, “The Long Breakup” by
Katya Soldak, Ukrainian National Museum, 312-421-8020
or https://ukrainiannationalmuseum.com

Octogenarians
(Continued from page 7)
the details. What I do know is that the
struggle was vicious. Mama told how she
was forced to witness the hanging of young
UPA warriors. Two years earlier, she had
seen the Nazis seizing and deporting Jews.
Decades later, I came to the realization that
she suffered from what we today label Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). This,
I’m sure, also impacted Yurko growing up,
absorbing our mother’s fear and anxiety
while learning survival skills he applied to
good use throughout his life.
And, indeed, again according to mama,
Yurko was wise beyond his years, even as
she regretted his loss of childhood innocence. Only five years old, he publicly
announced “Glory be to Father Stalin!” His
cousin, also 80 years old now and living in
Ukraine, later rebuked him: “How could
you say that? Don’t you know that Stalin
killed my father?”
“Of course, I know that,” Yurko replied.
“Do you want him to kill my father?” Mama
both admired and lamented that Yurko, so
young, knew what lies to tell.
I’ve written before how our tato in May
1946, 31 years old, brazenly and audaciously used forged documents purporting
Austrian citizenship to go to the NKVD to
“repatriate” his wife and son to Vienna. It
succeeded, even as his brothers and friends
in Austria saw it as a suicide mission. Tato
soon moved the family to the United
Nation’s Displaced Persons Zone in
Innsbruck, Austria, where I was born in
1947. We then went through Germany to
America in May 1948.
Yurko, seven years old, quickly learned
to speak English without an accent; played
in the school band in a Pennsylvania mining town; gathered coal tossed from railroad cars next to the tracks to bring home
to help heat our modest dwelling in
Frackville; harvested wild huckleberries to

sell to neighbors. He went on to graduate
from Ohio State University, was commissioned an officer in the U.S. Army, served
two tours in Korea, followed by several
years in Germany. He retired as a lieutenant
colonel, followed by a distinguished civilian
career as an attorney at the Army Corps of
Engineers. Yurko married a wonderful
woman, Chrystia Kaminsky. Together, they
raised two boys, put them through college
and are now grandparents of two adorable
girls. Yurko headed the Shevchenko
Scientific Society in Detroit, has been a generous benefactor of Ukrainian culture and
is patriarch of the Fedynsky family.
As I reflect on my brother Yurko’s life, his
wife Chrystia and their contemporaries, I’m
amazed how they prevailed against enormously traumatic childhoods. I’ve spoken
with many of them – nearly a decade older
than me. They remember fleeing west while
airplanes strafed the railroad tracks; infant
siblings buried by the side of the road; the
fire-bombing of Dresden; DP Camp tribulations; attacks at school from anti-immigrant
louts in America. Looking at what my brother Yurko and others like him have achieved
– careers as physicians, lawyers, engineers,
judges, autoworkers, steelworkers, educators, religious leaders, moms raising children, serving the Ukrainian cause and helping America win the Cold War. I’m
impressed and proud. I wish their stories
could all be told and preserved. A few of
them are; most, alas, are lost. Filmmaker
Matej Silecky has recorded a number of
their stories in his documentary “Baba Babi
Skazala.” Make a point of viewing it: https://
kitsunetaleproductions.com/.
Yurko? He’s kind, generous, loving, dedicated to his family and community. I’m
grateful to be his brother and always look
forward to seeing him, to enjoy his wit, wisdom and hospitality. Sixty years ago in
Detroit, 40 years old was “elderly.” Eighty
now, writers say, is the new 60. Me? I echo
our Polish friends in shouting out “Sto Lat”
(A Hundred Years!).

Entries in “Out and About” are listed free of charge. Priority is given to events
advertised in The Ukrainian Weekly. However, we also welcome submissions
from all our readers. Items will be published at the discretion of the editors
and as space allows. Please send e-mail to mdubas@ukrweekly.com.

Brady Tkachuk...
(Continued from page 14)
Tkachuk Tidbits: Chantal Tkachuk, nee
Oster, wife of Keith Tkachuk and Brady’s
mom, is Ukrainian. Her father is Winnipeg’s
own Don Oster, known as the Ukrainian
Iron Chef. Brady was born in Scottsdale,
Ariz., while dad Keith played for the

Coyotes. He was raised in St. Louis after
dad was traded to the Blues in 2001. He
played at Boston University one year
(2017-2018), scoring 8-23-31 in 40 NCAA
games. He was captain of the gold medal
winning U.S. under-18 national team at the
2017 IIHF U-18 Championships.
Ihor Stelmach may be reached at iman@
sfgsports.com.

JACQUES HNIZDOVSKY
A Great Selection: 45 Prints
Email or call us for a list with prices:
wng@greenbaumprints.com or 508-284-7036

We have been buying and selling fine prints and art for more than 50 years.
Please contact us about selling or purchasing
prints, drawings or paintings by Mr. Hnizdovsky.

William Greenbaum Fine Prints
Rockport, MA 01966
Open By Appointment

Website: www.greenbaumprints.com
Charter Member: International Fine Print Dealers Association
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